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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 78i87 
SRB MATERIALS AND PROCESSES ASSESSMENT 
FROM LABORATORY AND OCEAN ENV I RONMENTAL TESTS 
SUMMARY 
This report covers the Materials and Processes Laboratory evaluation ? 
of Solid Rocket Boosters (SHB) and Solid Rocket Motors (SHM) candidate l'nate-
rials, both in-house and with ocean exposure tests at Panama City and Kennedy 
Space Center (KSC), Florida. The test hardware used was generally small 
scale laboratory samples of 158.75 111 111 (6.2 "i in.) by 177. 8 mm (7.0 in.) 
typical size and the Integrated Test Bed (ITB). The ITB is a structure 3.048 m 
(10 ft) diameter by 2.438 111 (8 ft) high and represents the SHB material com-
binations • 
-Early sample tests showed excellent seawater corrosion resistance for 
Inconel 718 and titanium 6Al-4V alloys. Considerable corrosion and biofouling 
occurred with bare 2219-T87 aluminum. Subsequent tests conclusively demon-
strated that epoxy coatings (Cat-A-Lac epoxy primer No. 463-6-3 with 463-3-1qO 
top coating) effectively prevent corrosion of 2219-T87 aluminum as long as the 
coating stays intact. 
The second series of tests utilized samples of D6-AC steel, 4130 steel, 
Hy-140 steel, 18 Ni maraging steel, 2219-T87 aluminum, and 6061-T6 aluminum. 
Coatings for thi.s series of samples were Rust-Oleum No. 9334 and Plasite No. 
7140, both epoxy zinc-rich primers and one epoxy chromate primer, Cat-A-Lac 
No. 463-6-3. The top coat used was white epoxy. This second series of tests 
indicated that general surface corrosion can be controlled with a good paint 
system provided the ocean recovery is not delayed and the coating is not sig-
nificantly damaged. 
A third series of ocean tests were conducted to compare galvanize with 
zinc-rich paint for protecting steel to further evaluate epoxy chromate coating 
for 2219-T87 aluminum and determine the effectiveness of sealing to protect 
mechanically assembled joints. This test showed that galvanize alone would 
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not be a suitable protective coating. The zinc-rich paint system for steel once 
again demonstrated excellent protection. The epoxy chromate paint system 
offered good protection to the 2219-T87 ahunintml alloy. These tests also indi-
cated that fasteners could be used for structural assembly provided tempera-
tures were not excessive, the structure not flexed excessively, and proper seal-
ant and design were used. A series of long-term ocean exposure sealant-on-
fastener tests confirmed the initial selection of PR 1422, a P9lysulfide type, 
and Dow Corning 93-076, a silicone, as the recommended sealers. 
Concurrent with the assessment of materials and protective coatings 
from a corrosiv'e standpoint, considerable investigative effort centered on an 
assessment of material biodegradation. Tests show that biodegradation is a 
valid area for consideration. 7075 aluminum is particularly susceptible to 
marine growth. The SRB should be lifted from the Banana River water as soon 
as possible in the recovery cycle. Biological growth in this location was deter-
mined to be more abundant than that exhibited in the selected ocean exposure 
site. 
The ITB test was an ocean exposure of the prime candidate materials as 
a system. Included on the ITB were representative coatings, sealants, soft 
film preservative, and TPS (Marshall sprayable ablative, cork, and bonded 
silicone). A representative flotation system was installed, and a Thiokol pin 
retainer band similar to the SRM field splice joint protected the clevis joint. A 
final activity for the ITB was cleani.ng and refurbislmlent after the ocean and 
Banana River exposures. 
The proteetive system utilized on tile ITB appeared to provide good 
corrosion protection. Although Some corrosion did occur in areas where the 
paint was damaged and under small blisters, the overall amount was not sig-
nificant and was easily removed. The Thiokol deSign clevis joint seal did not 
totally exclude moisture. Rust was present in this joint when disassembled but 
was easily removed in the areas that had been previously oil coated. The ITB 
program further demonstrated the need for caref'ul handling of the SRB. Con-
siderable coating damage was caused by allowing lifting chains and slings to 
abrade against the side of the structure. 
A final series of tests were conducted in the sumlller of 1977 to further 
assess the performance of the selected SRB materials. These tests were con-
ducted on samples mounted to baskets and racks. The tests were conducted at 
the KSC Ocean Test Site approximately 2100 ft off shore in approximately 25 ft 
of water. The test at this site consisted of 7 day exposure, then returned to 
Banana River Test Site for a 1 day exposure. These tests Substantiated pre-
viously established conclusions on biological growth, materials degradation, 
and the need for careful handling of the SRB • 
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I. I NTRODUCTI ON 
The l\Iaterials and Procosses Laboratory at the Marshall Space l!'light 
Center (MSFC) recognized early in the Shuttle program that material perform-
ance Oll a long'-term, basis would be critical to the success of Lhe Shuttle and its 
p;oal of reusable components. The labOl'atory instiL1.ttcd itl-house a comprenshive 
series of materials tests (Fig. 1) sinnJlatinp; expocted envi.ronments for the 
l'0furbishablo components of the propulsion systom. These tests were subse-
quently expanded to inelude all oeean environment exposure of these laborntol'Y 
type samples. Additionally, an Intef;l>ated Test Bed (ITB) of :~.048 nl (10 it) 
dimneter by 2.4~18 111 (8 ft) high was fabricated (Fig. 2) to sealo up the size 
of the test in an ocean environment and to gain expo:L~ience with application of 
the 11101'111al protectio11 systenl ('IPS). The ITB also allowed deaning and 
refurbishment with a test artiele which more nearly approximated the actual 
vehicle si.ze than. did laboratory sarnples. This report gtves the results and an 
assessment of the seL'les of Ot'can enVironmental tests that werc conducted at 
PallUl:n.a City and Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida, d1.tring the spring and 
sumrn.er of 197G and 1977. 
Chronology of testing was ns follows: 
1972 - Small Scale Bench Samples - First series of tests conducted in 
Gulf of lVIexiC'o nt Panama to propare for Sn.B materials sele('tion 
1973-197·1 - ('(mtinued small seale bench sample test prop;ram in Gulf 
of .Mexico 
1975 - Srnall Scale Bench Snmples - Mnte:dnl btog'l'adatiotl assessment -
SHl3 recovery Ul'oa ill AUanlk Ocean 
197G - Small Scale Bench Samples - Continuation of 1975 test prograrn 
and inelndud lasting in KSC test site 700 yd offshore. 
Hl7G - 1'1'13 (Intogl'l1tud Test Bcd) Lest 
1977 - l1asket and rack Lost. 
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Figure 1. Materials testing and evaluation laboratory sample specimen configuration. 
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11. TEST HARDWARE 
The structural materials and protective coatings initially specified for 
the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) structures were selected on the basis of (a) 
published data on properties and performance, (b) a review of past experien Je 
with these and similar materials, and (c) laboratory and ocean exposure testing 
where published data were incomplete. In selecting these materials, however, 
it was recognized that performance data on materials repeatedly exposed. 
to the SRB flight, recovery, and refurbishment cycle were not available. The 
ITB (Fig. 2) was directed at obtaining these performance data and establishing 
the refurbishment criteria and procedures. 
The total program included the following four tasks: 
a. Materials testing of sealants and coatings (Table 1) 
b. TPS materials development and test (Table 2) 
c. Establishment of criteria for structural refurbishment and develop-
ment of cleaning and refurbishment procedures (Table 3) 
d. Frustum flotation materials test and evaluation (Table 4) . 
e. Nylon parachute materials test and evaluation (Table 5 and Fig. 7) 
f. TVC components test and evaluation (Table 6 and Figs. 8 and 9). 
Laboratory samples (Fig. 1) were used in material screening studies 
and were tested in simulated seawater within the laboratory and seawater at 
selected ocean test sites. An ITB resembling the SHB frustum and incorporating 
all combinations of SRB materials was constructed and used in life cycle expo-
sure, tow back, and refurbishment studies. This structure served as the 
primary vehicle for establishing refurbishment criteria and developing renlr-
bishment techniques. Finally, the SHB Design Development Test and Evaluation 
(DDT & E) strudures will be studied for real configuration verification of mate-
rials and processes select' '1 and for refurbishment technique verification. 
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TABLE 1. ITB COATING PROTECTION 
Item 
J.\Iaterial 1Iaterial Application 
Cost 
Numbera Identity as of June 78 Cost Method Remarks 
4 Paint Rust-Oleum Spray Applied to D6AC 
-
9334 - Primer Polyamide $ 42. 80/ gal Steel Material 
Z inc Rich Epoxy 
9392 -Epoxy White S 24.20/ gal 
5 Paint Bostic,k-Finch Spray Applied to 
463-6-3 -Epoxy Primer $ 5.90/ qt Aluminum 
443-3-1 - Epoxy White $ 5.90/ qt Material 
6 Sealant Product Research 
PR1422 - Liquid Polymer $16.44/ qt Manual 
Polysulfide 
7 Sealant Dow Corning 
No. 1203.\'1\1& P $ 7.70/pt Manual 
Naphtha, -
Primer 
No. 93-076 - Silicone $11.36/lb 
8 Temporary Soft Braycote No. 137 $ 4.72/ gal Brush 
Film Preserva- MIL-C-16173, Type II 
tive J-
L- -----
a. From Figure 2. 
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TABLE 2. ITB THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
Item 
Numbera Identity Material 
1 MSA-1 24-50pb 
2 PD200 GE Silicone 
3 P-50 Cork Composition 
Phenolic Binder 
L-_______ . _________ 
'-------_.- .-
a. From Figure 2. 
b.MSA-1 Components --' Phenolic Microballoons 
Glass Eccospheres 
7344 Resin 
7119 Catalyst 
Bentone 27 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Material 
Cost 
$ 1. 00/ ft2 
@1/4 in. 
thick 
$ 36. OO/ft2 
@1/4 in. 
thick 
$1. 75/ft2 
@1/4 in. 
thick 
1. 585 mm (1/16 in.) Long Mill Fibers 
6.35 mm (1/4 in.) Long Chopped Fibers 
Methylene Chloride 
Perchloroethy lene 
Application 
Method 
Automatic Spray 
Manual - Bond 
Manual - Bond 
<-.. ~- _. - -- _ .. -
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I j 
Remarks I I 
i 
Base Coat I 
7344 Adhesive 
Base Coat 
RTV-60 Adhesive 
Base Coat 
RTV-60 Adhesive 
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TABLE 3. STRUCTURAL 11ATERIALS 
I Item Material Application 
Numb era Identity Material Cost Method Remarks 
12 Sling Assembly Mild Steel $ 1325.00 Purchased Item -
for Lifting 
13 Safety Hoist Mild Steel $ 307.00 Purchased Item -
Rings for Lifting 
14 FOTIvard Skirt Aluminum 7075-T6 $ 0.85/Ib Welding and 
Skins I Bolting 
Plate, Channel, Aluminum 2219-T37 $ 1. 2511b Welding and 
Angle Bolting 
Aft Skirt Skin Aluminum 2219-T87 $ 1. 25/lb Welding and 
Bolting 
15 Pins Steel MP35N $ 25.00 ea. Manual S1lrplus Titan -
I 
Insertion As sembly Qty. 
120 
16 Clevis Joint Steel D6AC $ 1. 62/lb Bolted Surplus Titan - ~ 
Assembly Qty. 
120 
-----
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Item 
Numb era 
17 
18 
.-
... 
Identity 
Thiokol Boot 
Fasteners 
a. From Figure 2. 
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TABLE 3. ( Concluded) 
Material 
Material Cost 
Rubber 
Cres Steel Average Cost: 
Bolt- $ 5-$12 
Washer-
$ 0.03-
$ O. 50 ea. 
Nut- $ 0.12-
$ 0.50 ea. 
"-- ------------ _. ~----------
\ \ -..\ 
" 
.; 
.. \ 
Application 
Method Remarks 
Epoxy Glue Purchased Item -
Cure 24 h This Cost Included 
@100°F Thiokol Installa-
tion at MSFC 
Manual Torque to 
Specifications 
I 
_.-
I-' 
I-' 
Item 
Numberb 
9 
10 
11 
i--
,-,,"~.~ 
• 
'~-
Identity 
Foam 
Foam 
Foam 
Curtain 
and Ties 
Expanded 
Bead 
,;, 
TABLE 4. ITB Flotation
a 
Material Application 
Material Cost Method 
Polystrene No.1 $ 1.12/ ft3 Mechanical Lock 
and Bond 
Polystrene No.2 $ 2.00/ ft3 Mechanical Lock 
and Bond 
Polystrene $ 0.75 Ib lqd 
CPR 630A/B 
Nylon $ 3. 75/yd2 Laced 
Estimated 
Flotation Panel (July 1977 Test Program) 
Polystrene $1.12/ ft3 Fitted Remov-
1 lb/ ft3 able Blocks 
Remarks 
Coat with Latex Paint, 
Partial Breakup after 
Water Impact (10 
cycles) 
Coated with Latex Paint, 
No. 1 Candidate Material 
Pour in Mold Configura-
tion, Failed Vacuum 
Exposure Test 
For Holding Foam Blocks 
in Position 
Coated with Latex Paint~ 
Partial Breakup after 
Water Impact (10 
cycles) 
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Item 
Numberb Identity 
Expanded 
Bead 
" ,., 
Material 
Polystrene 
2 1b/ ft3 
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TABLE 4. (Concluded) 
Material Application 
1 Cost Method Remarks I 
I 
$ 2. 001 ft3 Fittp"d Remov- Coated with Latex Paint, :, I 
able Blocks No. 1 Candidate Mate- i i 
I 
rial J 
Curtain Dacron $ 2. 50/yd2 Laced Low Elongation - No. 1 
and ties Candidate Material 
a. This flotation configuration was not exactly as shown in Figure 2 because final adjustment was 
required to make the ITB float in the I!log model! with approximately 20 percent above the 
water (Figs. 3 through 6). 
b. From Figure 2. 
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Sample 
No. Quantity 
EH 33-1A 3 
EH 33-8A 3 
Eli 33-9A 3 
EH 33-10A 3 
EH 33-4 3 
EH 33-6 3 
EH 33-8 3 
EH 33-3 3 
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TABLE 5. NYLON PARACHUTE MATERIAL 
Identity Specification Application 
Type II, 1 in. Wide, Mil-W-27657 Reefing and Suspension 
4000 lb Breaking Strength Lines, Main 
Type XIX, 1 3/4 in. Wide, Mil-W-4088 Radial Reinforcement, 
10 000 Ib Breaking Drogue Vent and Skirt 
Strength Bands, Main Riser 
Type XXII, 1 1/8 in. Wide, Mil-W-4088 Suspension Line, Drogue 
12 000 Ib Breaking 
Strength 
Type },.'XVI, 1 3/4 in. Wide, Mil-W-4088 Skirt Band, Drogue 
15 000 Ib Breaking Strength 
Type V, Class C, 2 in. Mil-T-5608 Radial, Main 
Wide, 300 lb Breaking 
Strength 
Type II, Class E, 2 in. Mil-T-5608 Radial, Main 
Wide, 1000 Ib Breaking 
Strength 
y 
Type V, 9/16 in. Wide, Mil-T-5038 Vertical, Drogue, Main 
500 lb Breaking 
Strength 
Type V1 2 in. Wide, 1500 lb Mil-W-83144 Horizontal, Drogue, Main 
Breaking Strength 
'~ 
~, 
.... 
~ 
''''''''~--;::';(;' .. 
Sample No. 
1 
1 
... 
Quantity 
1 
1 
,;, \ . 
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TABLE 6. SRB HARDWARE 
Identity Application 
Fluid Manifold Assembly, Collector and Distributor of Subsystem 
TVC System Hydraulic Fluid, having Line Connec-
tion Provisions to Interface with 
Hy;:raulic Reservoir, Hydraulic 
Pump, Case Drain, Hydraulic 
Actuators and Panel Mounted Service 
Connectors. 
Auxiliary Power Unit, Provides Shaft Power to Drive the 
TVC System Hydraulic Pump of the SRB/ TVC 
Subsystem. 
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III. EVALUATION OF PAINT COATINGS AND SEALANTS 
A. Introduction 
General corrosion presents a problem for many mate'rials which are 
exposed to seawater. Whenever design requirements necessitate the use of high 
strength materials which, in general, are more susceptible to corrosion degra-
dation, serious attack can occur unless highly reliable protective coatings are 
utilized. The recovery method of the SRB - seawater landing and towing to 
port - can create very serious corrosion problems. There are several distinct 
environments to 'which the various parts of the booster will be exposed in the 
ocean recovery operation. Specifically, the environments include the seacoast 
atmosphere prior to launch, elevated temperature during ascent and descent, 
seawater during recovery and towback operations, and the harbor water prior to 
removal at dock site. In marine environments, several types of coatings are 
available which provide very good protection; however, many will not withstand 
the elevated temperatures expected during booster flight. Also, in considering 
the type of protective coating to be used, many other factors must be considered 
such as thickness of coating for maximum. protection (weight), ease of applica-
tion to large strl.lcL-ures, abrasion resistance, and repairability. Consequently, 
as a result of the numerous requirements demanded of the protective coating, 
several studies were conducted on potential materials proposed for the SRB. 
As the design became more firm, additional tests wore conducted utilizing 
typical rnatel'ial s and assemblies. 
B. Preliminary Tests 
1. First Tests in Gulf of Mexico. 
a. Discussion. The first Gulf tests were conducted in February 
1972. Samples were prepared from several candidate materials proposed for 
the Shuttle booster. These materials included 2219-T87 aluminum, Inconel 718, 
and Titanium BAl-4V. Several combinations of finishes including Alodine, 
anodize, and paint were used on the aluminum alloy while the 1neonel and 
titanium were left bare. Couples of aluminum to the titanium and Inconel mate-
rials were assembled using stainless steel fasteners to determine the galvanic 
effects when exposed to the seawater. The samples were exposed 2 miles 
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b. Results. Results of this test showed heavy corrosive attack and 
marine growth on the bare 2219 aluminum alloy exposed to both ocean and bay 
environments, with the heaviest being on samples exposed in the bay (Fig. 11). 
The alodined panels had light to medium corrosion over the surfaces while the 
anodized panels were unaffected (Fig. 12). The paint coating used for this test 
was a "Cat-A-Lac" epoxy coating which incorporated a chromate inhibited 
primer. In general, the coating afforded good protection to the aluminum sur-
faces; however, some corrosion was noted in the scribe mark (Fig. 12). Both 
the Inconel and titanium bare alloys were completely free of corrosion and bio-
fouling (Fig. 11). Although some corrosion on the bare aluminum could be 
attributed to galvaniC action when coupled with the titanium or Inconel 718, the 
amount was not Significant because the rest of the bare aluminum corroded so 
rapidly. No evidence of galvanic action was noted on the painted almninum 
when coupled to the other alloys. Thc samples exposed to the synthetic sea-
water in-house wore considerably less affected than those exposed to the ocean. 
Considerably less corrosion was noted on the bare aluminum samples. Also, 
it should be noted that synthetic seawater tests cannot evaluate any effects 
caused by biofouling because of the absence of marine organisms. 
c. Conclusions. This test showed the excellent corrosion resistance 
of bare Inconel 718 and Titanium 6Al-4V alloys to seawater. The considerable 
corrosion and biofouling which occurred on the bare 2219-T87 almninum indi-
cated, not surprisingly, that a coating system must be used which will provide 
protection if this alloy is to be used in the sea environment. The epoxy coating 
tested (Ca;~-A-Lac Epoxy Primer No. 463-6-3 with No. 463-3-100 topcoating) 
did provide t:his protection. The in-house test indicated that a synthetic seawater 
exposure did not result in as severe degradation as occurred in the ocean environ-
ment. 
2. Second Gulf of Mexico Test. 
a. Discussion. The second Gulf test was made to determine the 
corrosive effects of seawater on several candidate Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) 
case and attachment mat81ials and to continue the evaluation of protective coating 
systems. The alloys selccted for the s111(1y included DGAC steel, 4130 steel, 
BY -140 steel, 18 Ni Maraging steel, 2219-1'87 aluminum, and 6061-T6 aluminum. 
The protective coatings used were selected after considerable literature search 
and consultations with industry and Naval organizations. Requirements for the 
coatings included outstanding corrOSion protection in seawater, resistance to 
elevated temperatures for short periods, ease of application and repair, abrasion 
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b. Results. All of the unpainted steel samples developed a light, 
irregular pattern of :rust coating over most of the surfa/yes within a relatively 
short time. This rust coating did not increase sig1lificantly during the 72 h test, 
and there was no measurable pitting on the bare materia.ls. The bare 6061-T6 
aluminum turned dull grey after 24 h and darkened even more by 72 h. Only a 
very few light white spots of corrosion were evident. In contrast, the bare 
2219-T87 had darkened and a light white coating of corrosion \vas present after 
24 h. At the end of 72 h, the corrosion had increased considerably and pitting depth 
was found to be 0.1017 mm (0.004 in. ). The coatings used in this test provided 
corrosion protection to the surfaces; however, one coating was somewhat supe-
rior to the other two coatings in providing protection to the scribed areas of the 
steel panels. This coating (Rust-O]eum) provided complete protection to all 
test panels except one, and this panel only had one small ptnpoint of rust in the 
scribe mark. Tho other coatings allowed some slight rusting in the scribe. The 
deepest attack in tile scribed areas was 0.019 mm (0.00075 in.) and was found on 
the panel with a chromated epoxy primer. The other two systems used an epoxy 
zinc-rich primer. The epoxy chromate (Cat-A-Lac) system provided complete 
protection to the G061 and 2219 aluminum alloys. It was noted that considerably 
less marine life was observed initially on these panels than had beon found on the 
panels exposed in an estuarine location during the first Gulf test. 
c. Conclusion. In summary, these tests indicated that general sur-
face cOl.'rosion can be controlled with a p;ood paint system, provided tho ocean 
recovery is not d('layed and if the coating is not sig1lificantly damaged. 
3. Third Gulf of Mexico Test. 
a. Discussion. The third Gulf test was conducted to compare gal-
yanize with zinc-rich paint for protecting stoel, to fluther evaluate the epoxy 
chromate coating on 2219-T87 aluminum, to determine the effectiveness of 
scaling and protccting mechanically assembled joints, and to determine the 
effects of rnultif1ight exposure to seawater. The materials evaluated were 
BY -1t10 steel (the leading steel candidate at the time for the aft skirt) and 
2219-T87 aluminum alloy. The protective coatings used on the steel included 
the following;: (1) galvanize, (2) galvanizo and painted with Rust-Oleum zinc-
rich epoxy No. 9:J34/No. 9392 topcoat, and (3) painted with Rust-Oleum 
No. 9~3:H/No. 9392 topcoat. The coating used on the aluminum was a Cat-A-Lac 
epoxy chromate system, No, 463-6-3 primer and No. lJ63-3-100 white topcoat. 
Test specimens were fabricated by assembling two 177.8 nun (2.5 x 7.0 in.) plates 
using six Hi-Lok fasteners. The pins were A286 stainless steel and the collars 
were 2024-T6 aluminum (the aluminum collars were substituted for stainless steel 
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Figure 14. Third Gulf of Mexico test - galvanized panels exposed for 5 days 12 miles offshore. 
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Figure 16 . Third Gulf of Mexico test - aluminum panels before and after cleaning -
100 days ocean exposure . 
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Fl~ure 1i. Third Gulf of :\lex~cr test - steel panel shc\\ing effectiveness of fayin;; surface 
sealant - 11)0 days ocean exposure . 
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Figure 18. Third of Mexico test - aluminum panel showing corrosion on faying surfaces 
(no sealant) - 100 days ocean exposure . 
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,c. Conclusions. These tests indicated that galvanize would not be a 
suitable coating unless a paint coating was applied. The zinc-rich paint system 
provides 'excellent protection, is applied by conventional methods, and can be 
easily repaired. The epo)..'y cl11:omate paint system offel.'ed good protection to 
the 2219-T87 aluminum alloy. These tests also indicated that fasteners could 
be used for structural assembly of the sldrts, provided excessive temperatures 
are not reached, the structure is not Hexed excessiyely, and a proper sealant 
and desig11 al'e used. For general c01.'1'osion protection, the Rust-Oleum zinc-
rich epoxy system, for steel and the epoxy chromate system for aluminum should 
prpvide satisfactory protection for multiHight llse invohing seawater recovery. 
'1. Summary of Gulf Tests with Small Scale Samples. To summarize 
the results of the first three exposure tests in the Gulf, it is readily seen that 
corrosion presents a problem when steel (such as DGAC, BY -1.10, and 4130) 
and aluminum (such as 2219-T87 alloy) are exposed to seawater, lmless these 
materials are protected by very durable coating' systems. Other materials 
such as titanium, 1nconel 718, and A28G stainless steel were found to be quite 
resistant to the seawater and could be satisfactorily used, especially for short 
exposures, without additional protective coatings. Although durable coating sys-
tems were found that would protect the s1.1sceptible alloys from general surface 
corrosion, other areas such as at faying surfaces and armmd fasteners could 
present additional problems lmless adequately sealed. The coating found to 
provide excellent corrosion protection on the steel alloys ,vas a Rust-Olefill 
zinc-rich epoxy primer (No. 933':1:) with an epoxy topcoat (No. 9392). For 
ahnninurn, a Cat-A-Lac epoxy system consisting' of a chromatc type primer 
(No. 4G:~-G-3) and topcoat (No. 4G3-3-100) was found to provide very good 
cOl'l:osion protection. (Note: This coating system is currently known as Bostik 
with the same number designation.) The silicone sealant (DC 731) used for 
these tests 'was fmmd to provide adequate protection to the holes and faying sur-
faces of panels joined by fasteners. Silicones, although useful at service tell'l--
peraturC's up to 500°F, do have several disadvantages. Among these are low 
adhesion and strength t poor 110w charactoristics, and nonadherance of paint 
coatings to the silicones. Provided service temperat'ures do not exceed 275°F, 
other sealants are available that do not have the disadvantages of the silicones 
and should be used. 
C. Long Term Materia I Testi ng, Protective 
Coati ngs, and Sea lants 
1. Introduction. As the design of the rI'& be~ame more complete, it 
was recommended thnt additional tests be conducted utilizing t-ypicall11ate1.'ials, 
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configurations, and .assemblies. It was also recommended that various sealing 
m.aterials be tested to evaluate their performance in seawater. Consequently, 
a test program was initiated to determine the long term. effectiveness of recom-
mended coatiegs and sealants in controlling corI'O sion of the SRB strucL-ural 
materials. This program was conducted in two phases. The first phase of 
the program. consisted of using small scale samples for screening studies of 
various s"}alants. These smnples were tested in simulated seawater in the lab-
ol'atory and at a selected ocean site located at KSC, Florida. Repeated expo-
sures to heat and corrosive environments 'were made to simulate 111ultiflight 
conditions. The second phase of this program was the evaluation of an ITB and 
incorporates various com.binations of SRB materials, coatings, and sealants. 
This structure was used ill life cycle exposure, tow back, and refurbishment 
studies. 
2. Phase I - Small Scale Samples (Fig. 1). 
a. Discussion. As a result of the earlier test programs, recom-
mendations were made for the optimum protective coatings for aluminum 
(Cat-A-Lac No. 463-6-3 primer/No. 463-3-100) and steel (Rust-Oleum 
No. 9334 primer/No. 9392 topcoat) alloys for the SRB. Since the Cat-A-Lac 
No. 463-3-100 is a flat white coating, the company recomnlended a No. 443-3-1 
gloss white for optimum seawater service. Test specimens were prepared from 
2219-T87, Alclad 7075-T7651, and D6AC materials using the recommended paint 
coatings and eight potential sealant materials. Published data on properties and 
performance indicated that a polys1.ufide sealant should be an excellent material 
for sealing of faying; surfaces and fasteners for all the lllechanically assembled 
joints. Some of the charactelistics for the polysulfide sealants incltlde: (1) 
proven service in commercial and military aircraft, (2) pot life from mInutes 
to days, (3) good adhesion to a variety of surfaces, (4) variable viscosities for 
any type application, (5) no primers l'equired, (6) good storage p1;Qperties, 
and (7) low cost. One of the main disadvantages of this sealant is an upper tem-
perature limitation of 135°C (275°P). Seven poly sulfide type materials were 
chosen for evaluation. Variables of the above characteristics were considered 
in selecting the materials to be evaluated. In addition, one silicone type sealant 
was evaluated. This material has a favorable performance history, especially 
for temperat'ures up to 260°C (500°F) and does not depend on an acidic curing 
agent. 
The test specimens were assembled using Huckbolt type fasteners fabri.,. 
cated from A286 and 7075-T73 matelials. Each assembly contained a TOW of 
Six of each of the t,vo types of metal fasteners. All fasteners were installed using 
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a wet sealant; however, only one-half of each row of fasteners had a sealant 
overcoating to completely encapsulate both the fastener head and collar. 
Several test ~pecil11ens for each sealant 'were fabricated. The in-house cor-
rosion test procedure selected was to simulate the environmental cycle projected 
for the SRB. This test consisted of heating the specimen to 300°F within 5 min 
(boost phase), quenching in 3.5 percent salt solution after air cooling to 200 0 F 
( splashdown), and exposing the specimen to a 1 day ·duration alternate immersion 
test in 3.5 percent saltwater solution (recovery). This test cycle was to be 
repeated for up to 20 cycles with specimens being removed peliodically for tear-
dO'wn evaluation. Four samples of cach seaIant seIected were exposed to sea-
water (splash zone for G days and 1 day in the hal'bor) at KSC, Florida. After 
the seavnlter exposure, one sample was relocated to a beaeh site for additional 
exposure simulating- Iaunch pad time, and the other three specimens of each 
seaIant \\'ere returned to MSFC fQl' evaluation. Subsequent to this evaluation, 
the specimens were subjected to a cleaning process and rehlrned to KSC for 
additional beach site exposure. One specimen of each sealant group has a 
2 x 3 x 1/8 in. DGAC steel tab attached with A28G S. S. fasteners and coated with 
the Rust-Oleum epo}.,,), zinc system. 
b. Results. Two sepal'ate groups of specimens were actually exposed 
to the ocean at KSC. The first group of panels were inadvertently lost and sub-
sequently found on the beach several miles from the exposure site 57 days later. 
These panels were visually examined and found to be in excellent condition (Fig. 
19) • OnIy superficial mechanical damage was noted. Very light corrosion was 
noted on a few of the aluminmn fasteners 'which purposely did not have the seal-
ant over1ay and the paint (topcoat only) had been scraped off. Also, very little 
marine growth was noted. The panels were not washed but stored in plastic bags 
and left in the laboratory. Several weeks later, some of the panels were dis-
assembled and very light corrosion was noted just lUldel' the edge of the fastener 
head or collar on the bare material (Fig. 20). This corrosion was found at 
several fasteners and was not detectable prior to disassembly. There was no 
corrosion or other evidence of sea\vater leakage in the holes or on the fayiilg 
surfaces. Also, there was no corrosion or other evidence of deterioration at the 
joint of samples having a DGAC steel tab attached. The second group of panels 
exposed to seawater at KSC was taken from the in-house test after the first 
group of panels had been lost (but plioI' to finding the lost panels). These panels 
had the foHowing total exposure: 3 heat and exposure cycles in-house (heat up to 
148.9° C (300 0 F) in 5 min, 7 days exposure to 3.5 percent salt solution) and 
exposure to the ocean for 11 days, detergent cleaning, and 7 additional days in 
the oceano This was a total of 39 days e)q)08Ure to a salt environment. Following 
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the second ocean exposure, one sample of each sealant was placed at a beach 
site (KSC) for continued atmospheric exposure. The other three samples were 
returned to MSFC for evaluation and cleaning studies. These panels were 
visually examined and found in excellent C'-cndition. Again as with the original 
group, only superficial mechanical damage was noted. Very light corrosion 
was noted on a few of the aluminum fasteners which purposely did not ha ve the 
sealant overlay and the overcoat of paint had been scraped. ~ittle, if any, 
marine growth was noted. Some cracking and peeling of the paint coating over 
sealed areas had occurred as a result of sealant expansion during the heat 
exposure. After the visual examination, the panels 'were cleaned using Turco 
5948 detergent solution and rel1.lrned to KSC for exposure at the beach atmos-
pheric test site. 
The four sets of panels were returned for evaluation after beach expo-
sures of G, 9, 12, and 15 months. In general, the panels were in good condi-
tion; however, the paint on all surfaces exposed to the sun had lost its glossy 
appearance and some light chalking was evident (Fig. 21). The panels exposed 
for a total of 15 months were slightly more chalked than those with less exposure 
and appeared to be "washed outil1 however, excellent protection ,vas still pro-
vided to the aluminum base material. A small amount of chipping of the white 
topcoat was noted on a few of the edges whi oh apparently occurred during the 
handling and testing of the panels. Only slight biological effects were noted on 
a few of the panels (12 f;l.nd 15 months exposure), and this appeared as small 
grayish spots similar tL il'lildew stain. On five of the panels, one or two small 
spots of corrosion were noted adjacent to a fastener prior to disassembly 
(Fig. 22). Cracking and some flaking of the paint applied over the sealant had 
occurred. Some of this cracking occurred during the heating cycles that the 
panels were exposed to. Some flaking of paint was noted on several of the 
fastener heads and collars which did not have the sealant overcoat. Light white 
corrosion was noted on the bared aluminum fastener surfaces and the degree of 
flaking and amount of corrosion was progressively worse with the length of 
exposure (Fig. 2:1). There was no rusting of the stainless steel fasteners. 
Also, no apparent significance could be associated with the cleaning process 
utilized one time on three sets of the panels. Upon disassembly, light corrosion 
was noted on the base material just under the edge of several fastener heads and 
collars. This corrosion did not extend to tile hole, but in some cases extended 
outward (1/8 to 1/4 ino) from the fastener. This was especially noted on 
samples with the silicone sealant. There was considerably less fastener area 
corrosion noted on the panels sealed with the PR 1422 polysulfide sealant than 
with any other sealant evaluated. The most corrosion noted was on panels sealed 
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Fif.-1l1re 21. TypicaJ "ample appearance (polysulfide sealant) after extended beach exposure • 
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with the silicone material (DC 93-076) (Fig. 24). The adhesion of the silicone 
material was also less than that of the polysulfide material. SOll1.e loss in 
adhesion was noted in the center seam and along the fillets as well as the over-
sealing of the fasteners. There was no corrosion noted, however, along the 
fillets or on the faying surfaces of any of the panels exposed to the seawater and 
seacoast environments. 
Samples exposed to the in-house test were visually examined after each 
expostn:e cycle. For the first five cycles, the only degradation noted was 
expansion of the sealant during heating causing cracks in the paint ranging from 
hairline to approximately 1/16 in. wide, some heat discoloration (yellowing), 
and some very minor paint flaking' from unsealed fasteners. The silicone sealant 
had lost Gonsidel'able adhesion at the fillet between the faying surfaces and on 
the oversea1 of fasten~rs. Minor corrosion had occurred on the bare aluminum 
fasteners. Exam ination indicated that the silicone primer had not been applied 
to these areas prior to application of the sealant. The degTee of degradation 
did not appear to warrant a disassembly inspection at this time. Consequently, 
the silicone sealnnt panels 'were refurbished (extel.'nally) with primer and 
sealant and all samples placed back in test. At the end of 10 cycles, only a 
small extension of earlier noted degradation had occurred (Fig. 25). In gen-
eral, the overall appearance was that of heat aging resulting from yellowing 
of the paint and paint cracks from sealant expansion. Although some loss of 
adhesion was noted with the silicone, the samples appeared in better condition 
than after 5 cycles. Two panels of each of the sealant samples were disassembled 
for inspection •. Again, as with the samples exposed in seawater, very light cor-
rsionrwas noted just under the edge of the fastener head or collar on the base 
material (Fig. 2(i). Approximately the same ntU1.1.bcr of fastpnel.'s were affected. 
The holes and faying surfaces were in excellent condition. 
At the end of 15 cycles, the overall appearance had changed very little 
on all samples remaining in test with the exception of panels sealed with sealant 
No. 7 (a polysuUide). This sealant had swelled excessively out of the center 
seam as a result of the heating cycle. One sample of each sealant type was 
removed from test and disassembled, Again, as with the other panels, very 
light corrosion was noted in the fastener area after disassembly. Approxi-
mately the sarno ratio of fasteners was affected and to approximately the same 
degree as had beon noted earlier. The holes and faying surfaces were not 
affected. The remaining set of panels was removed from test at the ,end of 
20 cycles. Again, no appreciable change was noted except fm' a Slii:,:lL incl:ease 
in the yellowed aged appearance. Hairline cracks were noted in the paint coating 
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Figure 23. Ten cycles in - house exposure (typical appearance of samples sealed 
with acceptable pol ysul fide sealant) . 
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over the sealants with some light flaking. Also some flaking of paint was noted 
on fasteners coated with paint only and bUl'cd alumirnml fasteners had light 
general corrosion. Upon disassembly, similar resu.lts ,"vere noted as before 
with light corrosion observed in some fastener areas. Although this corrosion 
,vas noted on samples after expOsure to only 5 test cycle(:lt the severity did not 
visually appear to be significantly W9rse on the panels exposed for 20 eycles. 
c. Conclusions. The results of these tests clearly indicate the out-
standing performance of the PR 1422 polY8ulfi,de sealant. Throughout the entire 
test series, less sealant degradation and better corrosion prote'otion in the 
fastener area were provided than with any other sealant evaluated. Two of the 
polysulfide materials were eliminated eady in the test program due to excessive 
expansion of tlle sealant upon heating (l"ig. 27). Two others "vere eliminated 
after the tenth and fifteenth cycles for this reason as weU as corrosion found in 
a large number of fastener areas., Of the three remaining polysulfide matel'ials, 
there were fewer incidences of corrosion noted in the fastener areas with the 
PR 1422 sealant than with the other two sealants. This was very apparent in both 
the seal seacoast and in-house tests. 
The silicone sealant (Dow Corning 93-076) offered somewhat less protec-
tion to the fastencl' area than the polysulfide sealant:s. Corrosion was noted at 
59 out of 240 possible areas of (25 percent) on 'the silicone sealed samples and 
at lr"1.,out of 216 possible areas (8 percent) 011 the PH 1,:122 sealed samples. 
The c61.'rosioll noted in the fastener area of all pn,nels was considered light and 
in most instances was not detected until disassel'nbly. Close examination of 
these al,'ea',s .indicated that during the fastener assembly the heads and collars 
of the fastenl~rs had deformed the base material, causing the paint coatings to 
crack and leaving' a peaked uneven edge of bare aluminum (Figs. 20 and 26). 
Apparently, incomplete sealing of these areas permitted saltwater entry and 
corrosion to occur. In general, the corrosion noted was not considered severe 
even after the long' saltwater exposure of 20 cycles or the lengthy seal seacoast 
exposure. Panels sealed with the silicone material had slightly more COl'l'OSiOll 
than tlie polysulfide sealants after the fifteenth and t'wentieth cycle exposllre and 
after the twelftll and fifteenth month seacoast exposure. The corrosion was 
associated 'with the stainless fasteners 1'110re than the alumil1l1ll'l fastenel's and 
with the silicone sealant more than the polysulfide sealant. Also t the corrOSion 
noted with stainless fasteners was associated 1'n01'e with the collar al'ea than the 
head area while just the opposite was noted with the alumin'Lu11. fastener. The 
additional protection afforded to the fastener area by oversealing was very 
obvious, especially with the alumilmm fasteners. Corrosion was noted at only 
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8 out of 258 possible areas (a porcent) with the aluminum fasteners having an 
overseal while 31 Qut of 198 possible areas (15.7 percent) without the overseal 
were affected. With the stainless steel fasteners, 41 of 198 possible areas 
(20 p,ercent) with the overseal and 40 of 138 possible areas (29 percent) without 
the ov'erseal were affected • 
.. 1 Another important finding \VilS the complete protection afforded by all 
seafants to the faying surfaces and fastener holes. No evideilce of corrosion 
was n~ted in these areas. In general, the paint coatings provided excellent 
protectlofl to the g~neral surfaces. Only three or foul' small spots of corrosion 
were noted on all panel s tested that were not associated with the fa steller area. 
The paint did discolor to some extent as a result of the 20 heat cycles on the 
in-house panels and chalked to some extent with the KSC seacoast exposure. 
Based on these results, it appears that the PH 1422 sealant and Bostik 
epoxy paint system present1y recommended by specification offer excellent 
corrosion protet'tion to aluminum assemblies and would be satisfactol'Y for SRB 
use up to 300°F. While the degree of corrosion protection afforded by the 
silicone sea1ant (DC 93-07G) is s0111e\vhat less than that of the polysulfide 
sealant, it does have merit for use where a higher temperature (300 to 500°F) 
sealant must be used. It does not haye the adhesive strength of the polysulfide, 
but does provide adequate sealing wherever it can be contained, such as faying 
surfaces and in the holes of fasteners. Adequate protection shoulq be afforded 
for a number of rouses without serious degradation. Some damage is expected 
to occur with each use cycle; therefore, some repair and refurbishment will be 
nec'i3ssary follnwing each flight and recovery of the SHB. 
3. Ocoan Exposure Tests - SU111111er 1977. Several test panels coated 
with the protective coatings to be applied to the SRB were included in this study 
to gain additional ocean exposure data for corrosion and biological purposes. 
Four 7075-'1'73 and two 2219-T87 aluminum panels (.J by 6 by 1/8 in.) were 
coated with the 130stik epoxy paint system. SL'{ panels of DGAC steel (12 by 
12 by 1/2 in.) were coated with nust-Oleum epoxy coatings~ three each \vith 
l'ed-Iead primer and zinc rich primer and topcoated with white epoxy. r.rhese 
panels were also exposed to the ocean for G days at KSC followed by 1 day in 
the Banana River. 
A visual examination of all panels was made after the ocean exposure and 
agBlin after the one day exposure in the Banana River. All aluminum panels 
!I 
wel~e found to be in eX('ellent condition and only a very slnall amount of biological 
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growth noted in a few areas. About the same amount of biologkal growth was 
also noted on the steel panels painted with the Bust-Oleum epoxy coatings. The 
greater part of the biologieal growth noted, howeve1', appeared following the 
1 day exposure to the river. This observation was 13\'011 more pronoUlwod on 
bare unprotected areas of the test rack. 
The protective coatings applied to tho steel panels provided exeellent 
protection although light blistering was noted on almost all panels. The blisters 
wero larger on the panels painted with the 7,inC' ril'll primel' than on the panels 
with tho rod lend primer (Fig. 28). Su\'ol'al factors aro well-known that call 
contributo to the blistering of pro(o('tivc coatings. Among those are poor sur-
face preparation (l'ontaminaUon), poor appli.l'alion techniques resulting in 
pinholes, mo~sLtn'e entrapment, lhin topcoats, and incomplete drying between 
coats. In many eases, there is not a rnain contributor, but a l'ombination of 
several small ('onditions thaL add up to result in blister-type failures. Investiga-
tions of these bUstered Ill'eas were conducted in-house and by Hust-Oleulll toch-
nical serviee personnel, and it was eoncluded that the nlOst Ukely ('ause of the 
blistering was inadequate topcoat eoverage. Thickness meaSUl'ements of the 
topcoat inclit'atod that the blisters oe('urred in areas where the coating was less 
than 0.0015 in. thi('k. The Hust-Oloulll representative stressed the importanee 
of adequate topt'oat coverage and stated that our requirement of 0.0015 to 
0.002 in. of prin1er and 0.0015 to 0.002 in. of topt'oat was satisfaetory. It 
l1lUSt be l~mphasized that good painting pradkcs, eoating; thickness require-
ments, and strict adherence to lhc paint mamlfat'ttu'cr! s p;uidelines must be 
followed so that mm;:imulll perfOl'mallee ('an bo attained when these coatings are 
to bo utilized for corrosion protection during' ilmnersion sel'vll'e. 
During the long term test pl'Ogram [0 evaluate various sealants for the 
SHB, information was obtained relative to poly sulfide sealants 1'ormulated to 
include a soluble chromate ('orrosion inhibitor. The soluble chl'omates were 
included to provide a measure of additional t'ol'rOSiOll proted:ion to mechanical 
assemblies, especially where ineomplete se~lling; had oet'Ul'l'ed or seal integrity 
had been damag·ed. In a continuing effort to provide the best possible protection 
to mechanical assemblies which will be exposed to seawater, all in.itial ('OlYl.-
parison of this type of sealant with the presently reeommended 1)1\ 14~2 poly-
sulfide sealant was made. Since these sealants \vill be l'oquil'IXl to seal a val'iecy 
of fnstenOl' types, several variations of fast~.'llers were inl'luded to st11dy tho 
sealing; charal'teristit's with various surfaces. 
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Figu 1'e 2 • Blisters on D6AC steel pan 1 after ocean testing -
Rust-Oleum zinc-rich epoxy s stem . 
" .. 
, 
Panels of 2219-T87 aluminum alloy 4 by 10 in. were prepared by drilling 
four rows of holes and painting with the BosUk epoxy s)'stem in accordance with 
Drawing No. 10A00528. Fasteners were then assembled into the panels in 
accordance with Drawing No. 10A00527 using one sealant for each panel \yith all 
fasteners oversealed (:Fig. 28). The sealants utilized in this study included 
PR 1-122, Pl~ 14~3GG (with soluble chromates), and DC 9:3-07G silicone. 
Fasteners used included bare A28G stainless steel bolts and bare, ('admium 
plated, f.!.!1ddry film lubricated nuts; A28G lIuckbolts with cetyl alt'ohol lubricant; 
A28G Hi-Loks with cadrniulll plate; and aluminum Buckbolts. 
After exposure to the ocean for G days and the Banar,a River for 1 day, 
a visual examination of the panels did not reveal any ('hang-os except a slight 
biologieal grO'wlh in a few areas. After returning to l\ISFC" the panels '.vere 
cut to show a cross section of several fasteners and some fasteners were dis-
assembled without cutLing. In all cases, the two polysulfide sealants appeared 
to provide excellent scaling with very good adhesion of the sealant overseal. 
Excellent sealing was also noted with the silicone sealant. Although the adhesion 
of the silicone overseal 'Nas less than that of the polysulfide sealant, the adhesion 
was satisfactory in most cases. 
It is recommended that additional sL-udies be conducted with the PR 143GG 
sealant to determine its heat resistance and long term protective qualities for 
SRB use. 
'1. Phase II - ITB. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
a. Results of Inspections. The lTD was fabricated to represent sev-
eral SRn assemblies and incorporated most combinations of SRB materials, 
coatings, and sealants. Several inspections of the lTD were made after expo-
sure to the seawater and harbor ~lreas at KSC (7 days in the ocean and 3. 5 da~ys 
in the Banana River). Painted surfaces were in excellent condition with the 
exception of scarred and damaged areas (from handling and !::yxcessive flotation 
removal). Th("se areas -were covered with heavy marine growth and some 
corrosion products where the damage extended down to bare metal (Fig. ~~O). 
One of these areas was closely examined and corrosion on the aluminum was 
minimal. Light rust was noted on bare stainless steel fittings and flex hoses 
mounted inside the lTD. lIeavy Inarine g;ro\\'th was also noted on scarred areas 
of an electronic component rt10untecl to the inside wall. All fastener areas 
appeared to be in very good condition with the exception of nonadhesion of the 
silicone sealant on a very few of tho fasteners and the flaking of the epoxy paint 
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overcoat on the silicone (Fig. 31). (Note: Large dark area is adhesive 
residue.) Considerable dirt and soil were found on the interior of the ITB wInch 
resulted from the final exposure at the dock site in the river (Fig. 32). After 
the ITB was returned to MSFC, a closer inspection did not reveal any additional 
significant findings. The clevis joint seal appeared to be intact, both inside and 
out. During the next 4 to 5 months, the ITB was located in Building 4707, 
except for one outdoor display lasting approximately 1 week.. During the cleaning 
and disassembly of the ITB, additional inspections ,vere made. Upon separation 
of the two halves, a small amount of water was observed in the clevis joint which 
gave a positive indication of chlorides (nlOre than tap water). Rust discolora-
tions were noted in several areas; however, when the rust was removed no 
significant attack was noted. Also, 3 stainless steel Buckbolts, 3 aluminum 
Buckbolts, and 2 stainless steel bolt and nut assemblies, all installed with 
DC93-076 silicone sealant, were removed and examined. No corrosion was 
observed on the fasteners or on the base material; however, a small ring of 
flaked paint was noted around some of the fasteners. This may have resulted 
from poor installation technique. Only large bolt and nut assemblies were 
installed with tho polysulfide sealant. None of these were removed since the 
sealant was found in excellent condition. During the cleaning cycle, tile high 
pressure washing removed the overseal cap of silicone sealant from several 
additional fasteners. No oorrosion was noted on the exposed fasteners. During 
the rework phas. ,)f the first section, several tiny imperfections or pimple-like 
blisters were discovered. Further examination revealed a small corroded area 
underneath the blister. The corrosion attack was very shallow and was removed 
with light sanding. Also, it was confined primarily to the interior surfaces. 
This type of attack had not been noted on test panels exposed in-house or the 
ocean; however, the history of the ITB has been somewhat different. Flotation 
tests were first conducted in the Tennessee River. Flotation materials were 
attached inside the ITB and mating surfaces (With painted structure) and were 
not dried or cleaned following exposures. Then the ocean tests were conducted 
and approximately 5 months elapsed before any cleanup was initiated. Consider-
ing the overall history, it is not surprising that some 111'1nor blistering and cor-
rosion occurred. 
b. Conclusions. Based on the observations noted, the protecti.ve 
system utilized appeared to provide good corrosion protection for the exposures 
encountered thus far in the program. Although some corrosion did occur in 
areas where the paint was damaged and under small blisters, the overaU amount 
was not significant and was easily removed. The nonadhesion of the silicone 
sealant overcoat on fasteners does present some concern. This poor adhesion 
had been noted earlier on the small test samples; however, when used between 
faying surfaces in bolt holes or other areas where it can be contained, it does 
provide satisfactory sealing. 
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Figllre 31. Nonadhcsion of silicone sealant Lo fastener head and flakin g of paint [rom 
silicone sealant on ITB. 
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tv. TEMPORARY SOFT-FILM PRESERVATIVES 
SQvCll.'al aroas of tho sn.B wIll l'oqnll'CI some typo of tOll'lPOl'Ul'Y Pl'otcctivC\ 
CaRting, Qspoeial1y th<,\ t'll'vis Joint n1'OI.1.. HtWRU80 of tim dose tolcl'nncc iU1d 
seaUng of tho c1f!)vis joint, no painl; 01' oth~;'l' hurd film coating ct'tn be llSl'd. This 
ln0UnS thnt. onr<.' DtlA.C sl('(.'l will oC' N'posl.'d to the onvironment. Du(\ to the 
SUSCQptibiHty of tho seN)l to gl'lll'rn1 ("o1,'1'osion, som.o typo of Pl'ott)t'tion is m.t1.n-
dntOl.'Y f01.' l.'Q'llSe of the SRM, Tho Thiol,ol CO'l.'porntie)ll l'aCOnlmQnd~.xi 
(t 13l'H.ycotc mntcrlnl (No. l:vt) (\\'hh'b. l1ll'Ns 1Tllttnl'Y Spcl.'if1Nttitm MIL-(,-
lG178, T~'p(' 2) for npp1it'ntlon. to tlw bm:0 DGA(' stN'l dt'vis juill:~ U1'0n find otll('l' 
IlrQUS of tho S1\11 roqniring tl.'rnpol'l1l.'Y Pl'ott'ctlon. (stwh ns du:dng shippi.np;, 
fabricatIon, 01' stOl'ug'o). Although mntt'rinls mt\otlng this sp(~dfi('o.tiol1 are well 
1\1\owI1 ft~1' l:h<.'l1' Pl'Nll'l'Vlltion ql.lnlitit..'oJ nn o\'tl.1untion of Ih'HYt'C)tt' Nt). l~n wus 
dt'l:lirabh'. '1'111..' Bl'uyc.'t)tt' ulfl.ll\rinl \\'n~ nppUl'tt to ~w\'C'l'nl samplC'8 of lllild steel 
(·11:l0 8l(.)('1 und DtlAC Stl'l\1) und StlbJl'C'tl't1 to vnrious t'ol'l'osion tt'sbs. The 
11 l'fl.yo()h~ 111ntl'l'inl Wt\B fo\Utd to pr<wide ypry good tempOl'!U'Y Pl.'ot0t
'
tion to t:h(\s(~ 
stl'd SUl'ftU'0S. Tt'sts illt'1udl'd l~ month8 lnlltwato1'Y, high humIdity, (lnd 
sht'll~rl'tl outd001' l'~P()SUl'C's~ 7 days to ft swil'lin!~ ~t 5 pON'l'nt sn1t solutielll) find 
1 w('L'k in n G Pl'l'N'llt St\lt spray. 8(,'\'('1:111 otho.t' nH1tt'l.'inlls htl.\,l~ bQl.'1l evaluated 
1,mt do not ofkl.' tht,..' dl'~.t't'l' or t'Ot'l'osion In\~)tl'l'Uon tbat tht' Ih:ny('otl" mntl'l'inl 
~oes. H'l'Q;YC'otl' No. 1:~7 \\'us u.ppliod tn tht~ ITB d(\vis joint f.1:t'('(l prior to sl'nling. 
As pl'twiOusly l'~'ptH'tt\dJ SUbSl't)tH.'lll to tl'Blin~ in thl' t1t'l'Hn f Ull' de\'is joint t\.l't'tt 
\Ul~' fO\lIH\ to h:\\'t' slllnl1 rtmounts of watt't' UIll)\) st'[ml'tlUol1, HuM dist'ohn'o.Uons 
\\,(')'0 notl'd nn Utt' t'otHl'd slod SU1'rnt't'~t but WlWll tlll' Pl'l'SN'\'ltti\'l' tll\d rust \\'(.'l.'t' 
l'l'Ino\'Nl, nn npPl't't'lnbk t'hang'l's it) tlll' slt...'t'l sUl'l't'\t't'B \H'1'(.' l\(ltN1. 
One: ache t' USl' ftw n tt'mpnl'n 1',V ,'outing' han bt'l'l\ idt'nttr:it'd. tlpon l'0mO\'nl 
from, till' \\'Ol:l'1' nIter l'lWOV(Il.')', dll1nn~(.'dJ n.hl'ndt'd, nnd lHU'l' $ul'fat't's or tlll' 
SHn willvl:'quil'Q pl.'otN'iiot\ to inhthH nny ('ol'rosion unti1 l'l'ful'bishnwnt. For 
this liSt', n. l\lJL-C'-llH 7~l T~'p(~:l \\,tHl'1' displnt'ing' thin film Pl.'N3Cl.'\'n.tl\'Q i.s 
l't't'Omnwnd0d. A nl'nyt'ott' nmt(ll'ial (No. HW) has btwn t~\'nlu(\.tt'd 11ud found 
tlt'(.'('ptub1t' fol.' this Ulilt'j .hO\\'t'Vl' l' , any lH'odtlt't nH.'t'tinp; tho t~PL of this Bpl'dfiC'(\.-
tion should lWl'fol'lU 8tHiBfnt'tol.'lly. 
." '."., 
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V. MARSHALL SPRAYABLE ABLATOR 
A. Discussion 
The leading candidate material for large-area coverage of the SRB TPS 
is a low cost, low density sprayable ablacor identified as .Marshall Sprayable 
Ablator (MSA-l). This maLerial had previously been evaluated in thermal 
tests, aerodynamic heating tests [in. the Arnold Engineering Development 
center (AEDC) Tunnel C facility], and in thermal/ aCOLlstic environment tests, 
all with aoceptable thermal pedort1'lance. It was considered essential to demon-
strate tho processibility of the spray system on a hardware item approachin.g 
the size of tho various snB hardware, to evaluate tbe l1.1aterial so applied in a 
mission exposure simulation, and to dOl'llOnstrate the removal of the 1VISA-l, 
the reftll.'bishment of s\lbstrate and the reapplication of :MSA-l, simulating one 
misSion cycle. The MSA-1 "vas thereforo applied to one section of the ITB with 
a design thickness l'oquirernent of a.2 mm (0.12 in.) m.inin:ml1l. 
The initial step in substrate preparation was to lightly abrade the Bostik-
Finch 443-3-1 white, epoxy topcoat with 100e sandpaper and to remove the dust 
with a perchloroethylene "wipe. The resin tie coat, called the coalescing agent, 
was thon applied; this consisted of two coats of WHD 397 resin, with Shell Z 
curing agent at the rate of 14 parts per 100 parts reSin, reduced to spraying C011-
sistency with methylene chloride. The first coat was cured 6 h at room tempera-
ture, the second coat cured ovcl.'l1ight at 38°C (100°F). The total coating thick-
ness was apprOXimately O.lG mm (0. DOG in.). 
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Tho IVlSA-l applied was fornrulated 24-50P (see listing which follows): 
Solids: 
Material 
Phenolic Microballoons 
Silica Microballoons 
Chopped Fiberglass (1/4 in. ) 
Milled Ii'ibcrglass (1/16 in.) 
WHD 397 Urethane/ Epoxy ltes.i.n 
Shell Z Curing' Agent 
Bentone 27 
Solvents: (per 100 solids) 
Ethanol 
l\1Qthylcno Chloride 
PerehlOl'octhylenc 
Weig'ht Porcent 
37.8 
12.6 
1.3 
3.1 
36.7 
5.1 
3.4 
, ,d 
'rho l\ISA-l wus m.ixed and uppU~d using tho equipn'l.ont and pl'o('odtU'os 
established dtll'ing the. dotrJopmont pl'ogl'ml.1 for this lnlltOriill, l'oqu!:dng approxi-
rnatoly 80 min of (.'()llUnUOUs spro.ying to ('0\'01' 11.0 m2 (118 ftU) of ITB Ill'ea 
plus 5.2 rn2 (5G flU) ofwttnoBS sumple S~1l'ay cu,'ou. 'rho spmyad lnatol'ial was 
t'u:;ed at ~1S°C (100°11') fal' n h. 'l'ho eUlrod l\ISA-l wa::,:; then ~'()ntQd with savall 
('outs of lIypalon pn tnt (a <'hlol'osufonatod polyethylene baso rosin). Tho applied 
thkknt:'ss t)f l\lSA-l ~lnd llypalol1 wus thon nwnsul'ed \l13ing a l\Iag'natit' Heat'tion 
,Annly?ol', in fl modo fol' nonmutallk rnatol'lals, as a proximity indieator. Tho 
ana1yzQr was t'nlthl'nlad with spodmons of known tht('\,uoss. and dlnnonstrnt.od tl 
repl'ntibilit.y of 1. 5 par('ont. l\lonsul't.'d tbidw,ossos \'aded from ~l. ~l to 5.1 nun 
(O.la to 0.20 in.) QXl'Opt on th(,) botlom rlnp: \\'hc-,1'o tht;) spl.'a~· pnssos \\'01'0 doublod 
and lhtdmosses up to 7.1 mm (0.28 In.) \\'01'oobsol'vod. The (h,msity and flnt-
wise tonsUo st l't~ngth Wlwe moas\tred on witness samples attal'hed to and 
Pl'Ot'l)sst'cl with tho l''.rn. Tho rt::Stllts obtninod \\'01'0 2~)O kg/' m3 (lH 11,)/ fts.) and 
sao kN! m~ (If!O pst), l'osno('ti'\'oly. 
So1eded areas ("·f tho !\lSA~:L W01'O t\lC'n ('harrod using n rudiant st:dp 
heator thQ.l'nHll Boureo. Tho hoa!(.11'S WP1'e ~mo by 58·1. 2 111m (15 by 2~~ In.) ant'h, 
and h\'() \\'Ot't' mountod h)gothor ulol1l;t tho tmo mm (::.:~ in.) dimonsioll. Tht' 
/ 
., ( • 'I ) 
oq1.1i1ibdum hoat :nux [rom tho heater is approximately ~~8 kW m" a.,1 Bt11/ ft"-s ; 
h()wt'vol', (his hont flux dOt'nys at tho odgos of Lho henter duo to tho vil)wing anglc) 
of tho surftU'o nnd bOl.'lltlso of tho sullatt'ata l'\ll"Vatl.lre. ACtot' npplying llominal 
voltnge to till' hl..1nllYl', thol'o was no material l'l'spOnSl\ athol' than dUll'ring' 1'01.' 
[lpproximutel~' no s. Then bl1st(n'in~ of tho Ilypnlon and ignltion of the g11S0S 
P;OU{,1t'utl'd ol'{'\u'l'C'd within ·10 s. Tho lRtl'nlng' l'ontimlOd lmtU tho hearol' wus 
dQot1ol'g'i.::od und mO\'l)d bile1\. from th(.) rrni till.' bUl.'l1inp: sQlf-oxUnguishod w!thin 
approximately :lO s. TIH.~ IInmlon t'oating pl'Ql~d a St1l'fat.'o layt'l.' of th() MSA-l 
d\lring tho uHstaring. 
I"allowing the flotation tests, hU\\tHing, ilnd ocean llnd do('ksidQ oxposures, 
tho l\ISA-l WllS giVen u doso visun,l InsPQelioll. Thera was nt) appal'ont C'l'nd(ing, 
cit)laminntion, 01' athol' dcgonQl.'tltion of ph~'siNll propol'tios i.n oitl1l'l' the ('lmrl.'ed 
01' uneluu'l'od zonaS. Thoro \\'01.'0 a nUlnbC'l' of gouges und 8(,1.'IlPOS ntt:dbuted to 
hnndlin~ and shipping', hut the dmnngo WtlS not propnglltt'd l)y suhsl'qtWnt water 
e~p081.u"O t'YC'n whoro thl' llypalon oonting was pC'nt'tl'ated. lfho f1~1.t\\1sl' tonsHC' 
stl.'l\llgtll of the 1\181\-1 on. the I1'B and on controls Innlntn;inod In dry, Inbol.'atOl,':\~. 
mnbiont NmdHiol1s wt'lS moas\u'Nl USillP: n. POl't-A-Pull dt'vi00. Th('ll1tatel'inl 
an tho 1'1'13 nVQragad 380 kNhnll (55 pSi) \vith no signW('unt VUl'iatiOll :troxn 
drJ~' splasb t 01' subm~rged zont..'s; tho oontl'ols nverugud 420 l,N/ m:\ (G2 psi) 
whon test ad wHh the POl't-A,":Pull. 
Hi 
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The MSA-l was then rernoved with the ItHydrolaser, It a (\2 mN/ m2 
(9000 psi) wate}" impingement device. The Hypalon coating and MSA-l were 
readily removed, but the coalescing agent layer was very resistant to the water 
jet. This problem had previously been observed when the resin was B-staged 
(cured) too far before application of the MSA-l. A chemical stripper, Cee 
Bee 8202, was required to remove the coalescing agent. 
B. Conclusions 
The applicability of thc spray process to large-area TPS coverage was 
demonstrated with excellent results, and the 2il-50P formulation was applied 
without processing difficulties. The material withstood the mission simulation 
without apparent serious degradation of the mechanical properties. 
The most noteworthy problem areas in the application of MSA-l to large 
scale hardware identified in tbe ITB program are: 
1. SenSitivity of the water lasfl),' removal of coalescing agent to its state 
of cure prior to MSA-l application. 
2. Diffi.culty in Hypalon coating application. 
In 1,'8s1)onse to the findings on the ITB program, an R&D effort was 
initiated to find solutions for the most critical problem areas, with the following 
'results: 
1. Acceptable MSA-l adhesion to the epoxy painted substrate is now 
being obtained without use of coalescing agent, by spraying a more sol vent rich 
formulation. This eliminates any problem in the hydrolaser removal of 
coalescing agent. 
2. Hypalon is no longer used on the MSA-l topcoat/ sealant. Turco 6109, 
a filled butadiene rubber maskant formulation, was developed in cooperation 
with the vendor for use as an MSA-l and cork topcoat. It is readily applied with 
Nordson hot airless spray equipment and, at a dry fihn thickness of 9.0 mils, 
is an effective sea1ant. 
3. Repair techniques for damaged MSA-l areas are based upon a trowel-
able ablator form.ulation, MTA-l, that is similar to MSA-l except for solvent 
(i. e., ethanol and freon 113 rather than methylene chloride and perchloro-
ethylene). MTA-l is also used for closeout applications. 
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.1. Tho l'ovised procednres om ittinn' coalesclnl)' aO'ent usit'ltl'Turco 13109 \ t"l t'1 b' n 
as a topcoat, and employing l\lTA-l for l.'opairs and l'losconts have been 
repeatedly nnd Stlt.'t'cssi'ully domonstrated on test pnnol s prepared for both 
tharmnl, physit'al and cnvironrnentnl tasts. 
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VI. CORK 
A. Discussion 
Sheet cork applied over structures via a bonding technique has had a long 
and successful history in aerospace applications as a TPS material. Due to the 
large area coverage required on the SRB hardware, requiring large amounts of 
labor manhours for the bonding operation, and the complexity of many of the 
surfaces to be insulated, cork was not considered a leading candidate material. 
It was considered a viable backup material, either for selected area coverage on 
details not suitable for MSA-1 spraying or for general usage (perhaps in con-
junction with other materials) should unforeseen problems arise with the MSA-l. 
The cork bonding process was therefore demonstrated on the section of 
the ITB not covered with MSA-L The substrate preparation, sanding and 
solvent wiping, was perfonned as it was for the MSA-1 process, as previously 
described. The adhesive selected for bonding, RTV-60, was chosen for com-
monality with the requirements of the silicone foam bonding demonstration (to be 
described in Section VII). The substrate was primed with Dow Corning 1200 
silane primer and the primer aged (hydrolyzed) in accordance with the manu-
facturer' s instructions. The RTV -60 was catalyzed and then spread at a weight 
of 210 gm/ m2 (approximately 0.008 in.). The cork sheetstock selected was 
Sheller Globe P-50, 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick. This material had given good 
performance in previous infrared heating tests, aerodynam.ic heating tests, and 
thermal/ acoustic tests. The sheet cork was bedded on the adheSive and a 
vacuum bag applied to assure intimate contact over the entire surface area. 
The pressure differential across the vacuum. bag was approximately 100 kN/ m2 
(14 psi). The adhesi ve was cured for 16 h at room temperature before remov-
ing the vacuum bag. Two cork areas, each 0.6096 x 0.6096 m (2 x 2 ft), were 
prepared. 
The P-50 sheet cork was topcoated with the same white Hypalon paint 
used on the MSA-1; however, unlike MSA-1, only three coats were required to 
achieve surface sealing. One cork area was then charred using the same radiant 
heating source as used on the MSA-l. The response to the heating was quite 
similar. Initially a gradual browning of the coating occurred, followed by 
blistering, voluminous generation of gases and ignition of the gases, with burning 
continuing until the heater was deenergized and moved back. The cork then self-
extinguished. The Hypalon coating had blistered and sloughed off; the cork 
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showed a normal char for thermal exposure at Olle atmosphere air exposure ,-
a fine network of surface cracks with the char well attached. No debonds of 
the cork were observed. 
After the flotation tests, handling and shipping, and ocean and dockside 
exposure tests, the cork TPS system was gtven a careflll visual inspection. No 
abnormalities were detected on either the charred 0); lU1charred areas. The 
attempt to remove the cork TPS system with the Hydrolaser resulted in easy 
removal of the sheet c01:k, but the silicone adhesive was very resistant. A 
chemical stripper, 'l"urco 6045, was used to remove the silicone adhesive. 
B. Conclusions 
While the Sheller-Globe P-50 cork bonded to substrate with BTV-60 
showed no deficiencies in the test, additional work with the bonding procedure 
has established that TRV-560 is a better adhesive in terms of workability and 
the resulLs of test specimen exposures in the Tunnel C facility at the Arnold 
Engineering Development Centel.', Tullahoma, TN, and in the NISFC Modified 
Hot Gas Jt'acil ity 11a,'o shown no deficiencies in the bonding procedure using 
BTV-560. 
Hypalon is no longer used on cork as a topcoat/ sealant. As with MSA-l, 
Tul.'(·o 6109 is now the accepted formulation. It is readily applied to the desired 
film thickness and has proven very eifecti ve • 
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VII. SILICONES 
A. Oi scu ssion 
A companion material to the sheet cork discussed in Section VI is the 
silicone foam sheetstock material, available from General Electric Company 
as PD200-16. This soft, compliant open-celled foam with a nominal density of 
260 kg/ m 2 (16 lb/ ft3) can be used on surfaces with moderate double curvature 
or over very short radii and complements the cork sheetstock which is most 
usable for surfaces of single curvature and longer radii. As in the case of 
MSA-1 and cork sheetstock, the performance of the material had been previously 
demonstrated in a series of thermal exposure tests with successful results. It 
'C 
was therefore highlY'I'jesirable to demonstrate the bonding process integrity and 
to investigate the performance of the PD200 in a mission simulation on the ITB. 
The bonding process for PD200 was identical to that used for cork 
(described in Section VI. A.) up to the point of bedding the insulation on the 
spread RTV-BO adhesive. The insulation was 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick PD200-
16 which had been surface sealed with General Electric RTV-560 in an 0.2 nun 
(0.008 in.) layer. It was rolled down onto the adhesive at1d again vacuum 
bagged; however, the vacuum bag differential pressure ,vas limited to 3.447 kN/ 
m 2 (0.5 psi) to prevent excessive flattening of the foam and penetration of the 
adhesive into the open-cell strudure which would prevent springback of the foam 
upon pressure release. 
Following the bonding operation, the PD200 was coated with Dow Corning 
92-007 white silicone paint to achieve the desired surface color. The applied 
coating thickness was approximately 0.07 111m (0.003 in.). As in the case of 
the cork, two al'eas, each 0.61 x 61 m (2 x 2 ft), were prepared. 
One area of PD200 was then charred using the apparatus and techniques 
previously described. While slight differences in the time of occurrence were 
noted, the general course of bl'owning, charring', ignition of gases, burning,', 
and self-extinguishing is essentially the same in PD200 as observed with MSA-l 
and cork. Due to the pOOl' simulation of any actual flight thermal environment, 
possible errors in the setup of the radiant source, and the variations possible in 
local wind speed (convective cooling), no particular significance is attached to 
these time differences. The PD200 exhibited a normal, air-environment thermal 
test char with loose, fluffy deposited silioa over a stable char. 
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Following the mission simulation exposllres, the PD200 was visually 
inspected. No abnormal conditions or potential problems with the material or 
bonding system were observed. The PD200 foam was removed with the Hydro-
laser without difficulty. The RTV-GO adhesive was again removed with Turco 
6045 stripper. 
B. Conclusions 
'1'11e General Electric PD200-1G silicone sheetstock bonded with RTV-60 
adhesive by the process used and with DC92-007 topcoat gave excellent perform-
ance in this test. The major deficiencies observed in this test are the relative 
SlO\VI1eSS of the bonding operation for area coverage and the difficulty of 
adhesive removal for refurbishment. Other conclusions are as follows: 
1. As in the case of Cork, RTV-5GO has proven to be a more workable 
adheSive than RTV-GO, with no sacrifice in performance. 
2. Investigations have been undertaken to develop a silicone adhesive 
system which is removable with the Hydrolaser, but no acceptable system has 
yet been found. 
3. Other investigations have shown that residual RTV-560 is not detri-
mental to further bonding operations with RTV -560, except that repeated bonding 
operations without adhesive removal will build a thick adhesive layer with a 
weight penalty. 
4. For surfaces of simple geol11.etry, "wallpaper" bonding techniques 
can be used to avoid the use of the vacuum bag, greatly increasing the speed of 
coverage where this technique can be used. 
5. Silicone foam insulation material very similar to PD200-16 can be 
applied by a spray system developed under contract NAS8-32136 with General 
Electric. While this material is attractive from the speed of coverage aspect, 
it has a substantial material cost penalty compared to MSA-l with quite similar 
performance. 
6. Also under contract NAS8-32136, the fabrication and bonding of molded 
PD200-16 detail parts were demonstrated. The utility of such parts fo:t: the 
insulation of very complex details is under revIew. 
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VIII. MATERIAL BIODEGRADATION ASSESSMENT 
A. Panel Specimen Exposure 
The envi'l:onmental assessment testing of materials in a marino environ-
ment began in 1972 in the Gulf of Mexico at Panama City, Florida. 'l\vo material 
panels racks were used in this testing. Each rack measured 1. 22 x 1m (4 x 
3 ft) and accommodated 20 panels [12 single panels, 10 x 15 cm (4 x 6 in.) and 
8 composite panels, 10 x 25 cm (4 x 10 in. )). One material panels rack was 
located 3.048 III (10 ft) below the surface of the water (low tide), attached to the 
Navy's Stage IT oceanographic platform. The other material panels rack was 
placed 3.048 m (10' ft) below the surface of the water at the estuarine location 
near the Navy Coastal Systems Laboratory. As a result of severe weather con-
ditions, the rack in the Gulf waters was completely broken up and lying 18.288 m 
(60 ft) down on the ocean floor when recovered. The panel in estuarine waters 
remained in place for the duration of the tests. 
Tables 7 and 8 list the environmental condition lU1der which each test 
was made. 
Biodegradation testing was begl.U1 in SRB recovery waters of the Atlantic 
Ocean approximately 16.093 1m1 (10 miles) offshore at KSC on November 25, 
1975. This test vehicle (test rack) 'was lost at sea and found January 22, 1976 
on Melbourne Beach, Florida. 
A duplicate test rack was anchored 64. 8 m (700 yd) offshore at KSC on 
January 12, 1976. Water depth at this position was 7.6 m (25 it). The test 
rack was held at splash level by buoys (Table 8). Thirty-two metal test panels 
were fastened to this rack; the first row of eight panels, 10 x 18 em (4 x 7 in.), 
were used for biodegradation testing (Figs. 33 and 34). Assembly of both coated 
and llllcoated panels used in the biodegradation testing is shown in Figures 35 and 
36. In addition to the specimen panels fastened to the test rack, four specimen 
panels were suspended from. the test rack, two at a depth G.:. 1. 0 m (3.28 it) and 
two at a depth of 2.4 m (8 ft). One coated panel and one bare metal panel were 
used at each depth. 
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TABLE 7. OCEANOGRAPHIC .AND CHEMICAL DATA DURING 
BIOLOGICAL ASSESSlVIENT - GULF OF MEXICO 
Temperature (February 17-25, 1972): 56° F - Bay 
Temperature (February 17-25, 19,(,2): 59 to 60°F - Gulf 
Salinity (TP 161): 18 to 20 ppt - Bay 
Salinity (TP 161): 32 to 36 ppt - Gulf 
Dissolved O2 concentration (02/ $alt H20) (measured late August 1959) : 
3.71 mI/l (72.5%) to 4.58 (88.5%) - Bay (surface) 
Dissolved 02 conc~ntration (021 salt H20) (measured late Aug'ust 1959); 
2.90 mI/l (59.2%) to 3.93 (80. G%) - Bay (bottom) 
Dissolved O2 concentration (02/ salt H20) (per discussion - Schuh and 
Howard February 1972): ~.J. mIll (02/ salt H20) - Gulf 
pH (per discussions - February 1972): ~ neutral to ~ 7. 0 - Gulf 
Visibility (TP 161): ~ 8 m (April and October) minimum - Gulf 
Visibility (TP 161): ~ 15 m (August - September) maximum - Gulf 
Specific gravity seawater (TP 1Gl given salinity, temperature 
1.02:35 gm/ cc and atmospheric pressure, Ref. - disti.lled 
H20, 4°C) 
Surface current velocity - AverJ,ge February (TP 1G1): 0.35 kn -
Gulf 
Surface current velocity - Maximum February (TP161): 0.5 1m -
Gulf 
Bottom current v0.1ocity - Average February (TP 161): D. ILl 1m -
Gulf 
Bottom current velocity - Maximum February (TP 161): 0.3 1m -
Gulf 
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TABLE 8. OCEANOGRAPHIC AND CHEMICAL DATA DURING 
BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AT KSC (JANUARY 12-30, 1976) 
Testing Sites: 
Oceanic - Atlantic Ocean, G4.8 m (700 yd) offshore; position 
28°36' OSliN, 80°34' L17''W in 7.6 m (25 ft)' of water. 
Port - Banana River in a restricted area i"ml11ediately north of 
Dock 
NASA Causeway, under Banana River Bridge in 3.6 to 
<1. 6 m (12 to 15 ft) of water. 
- Banana River, adjacent to Hangar AF. Test subjects were 
suspended from the NASA barge anchored here. 
Testing Protocol: Test rack in water at splash level 
First Exposure 
Ocean - 9 days (transport test rack aboard ship to port site) 
Port - 24 h (transport by truck to cleaning site) 
Return test rack to ocean site 
Second Exposure 
Ocean - 4 days (transport by ship to port site) 
Port - 24 h (transport by truck to Operations Checkout 
Building and disasscmble). The 8 biological panels 
were returned to MSFC. Selected panels of remaining 
24 panels were exposeu to natllral environment at 
beach. 
Biodegradation Test Panels: 
Coated Panels 
)3asu metal - 2219-T87 aluminum, 7075T651 aluminum 
Fasteners - 286 stainless steel 
Primer - Bostik 463-6-3 L-_______ .~~ •• ______________ . ____________ .__J 
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'rABLE 8. ( Continued) 
Sealants -
Panol No. SNllnnt No. 
188 1 
12G 2 
10·1 3 
1~l7 .J 
190 5 
165 G 
·12 7 
19 8 
Topcoat - Bostik opoxy ·.t·l~~-~~-l 
Sealant 'rype 
Pll 1422112 
Pll1201I1T 
PH. 14~llG 
PH. 122~nH 
I'll 17501)4-
zao Groy 
(PRe) 
890B·1 (Seal 
PAK) 
DC 93-07G 
'rhe aforementioned contod pnncls woro not heat treated. 
Uncoated or 1311),'0 IVYotal Panels 
BtlSO motnl - 2210-'rS7 nltnnim.nn, 7075TG51 o.11.nn1111.111,), 
7075T75G UIl.1mim1l11 with ft flanp;e (5 x 8 x 
o. ~m O1n) (2 x ~~ x l/S in.) of DGAC stoal. 
Fo..stencl'S - 28G stninless stool 
8ize without fln.nge - 10 x 18 Oll'l. (4 x 7 in.) 
In addition, ona disassamble-a C'outed panol in three parts and of 
unknown t'oatinp; typo was used 5n dock wator test;i.ng. 
'rest Hcquil'cments :COl; I)nnols: 
'rost rack. - AOC0J)1111odatod. fOl.1:r rows of eip;ht panels cacho Th.e first 
row was biodegradation. tost panels: 
l)a11el No. 118 -uncoated 
165 - coated 
,.12 - coatad 
l()~b - coatCtt 
137 - coatad 
190 - eoated 
126 - eoated 
183 ~ uncoatod 
1 
.'; 
TABLE 8. ( Concluded) 
Four panels were hung from the rack -
Panel No. 118 (coated) 
112 (lU1coated) 
19 (coated) 
116 (lU1coated) 
- 2.4 m ( 8 ft) 
- 2.4 m (8 ft) 
- 1. 0 m (3 ft) 
- 1. 0 m (3 ft) 
The test rack was used in oceanic and port testing. 
Barge or dock ~esting -
Panel No. 62 (lU1coated) - 2.4 m (8 ft) 
180 (lU1coated) - 1. 0 m ( 3 ft) 
117 A (coated) - O. 6 m (2 ft) 
117B (coated) - 1. 0 m (3 ft) 
117C (coated) - 2.4 m (8 it) 
The dock test water was considered a worse case. 
A 2 day delay in recovery was experienced due to severe weather condi-
tions. The specimen panels which had been suspended 2.4 m (8 ft) were lost at 
sea. When the sample rack was brought aboard ship, photographs were made and 
culturing of marine organisms was beg1.U1 immediately. Ocean water samples 
were collected for return to MSFC. The seawater temperature at this site was 
14°C (57°F). 
The test rack was transported aboard ship to a restricted area immedi-
ately north of the NASA Causeway lU1der the Banana River BridgE! which simulated 
port waters (Fig. 37). The water depth in this area was 3.7 to 4.6 m (12 to 
15 it). The water temperature was 15° C (59° F) . 
After 24 h the test rack was recovered from the Banana River Bridge 
site, cultures were made, and the rack was transported to the KSC cleaning 
area. The rack of panels was cleaned in accordance with MSFC cleaning 
procedures and returned to the ocean site the following day. Test protocol 
required 5 additional days of exposure. During the night of January 27, 1976, 
the test rack broke loose from the buoys and was found on shore at KSC the 
following morning (Fig. 38). No cultures were taken of the dry rack. The test 
rack was taken to the Banana River port site for the 24 h exposure test. At the 
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Figure 38 . The test rack after washing ashore during the night of January 27 , 1976 
(recovery was scheduled for January 28 , 1976) . 
completion of this test, the rack was moved to the KSC Checkout and Operations 
Building where the biodeg'l'adntion panels were removed, photographed, and 
sealed in ziplock bags for return to l\lSli'C. The two panels which had been sus-
pended from tho test rack. wore returned to l\lSFC in separate containers of 
river water. 
B. Dock Site Testing 
Ooc.k site testing', off the NASA barge anchored opposite Hangar Ali', 
bog-an on Jalluary 1G, 197() (Fig. :H)). Fig1lrl's ·10 through 51 show results of 
exposuro in dock site waters. Photographs were made at 72 h, 120 h, 143 h, 
2·10 h, ~S8 11, and 3~32 h. '1\\'0 of tht'se panels were removed and roL11rned to 
l\ISFC for assessmont after H:~ h of test, and all panels were retnrned to MSFC 
on January 30, 1976. 
The dock site water is considered a IIW01'SO casell for microbial grovi,th. 
The \\alers are brackish, containing' a mixture of inland and ocean waters. How-
ever, tho 'watcH' collected from this site is conSidered "surface" type water 
because at present the channel is not deep <-\!lough to accomlllodate an ocean 
recovery vessel. This ehnnnol win be dredged priol' to Shuttle launch creating 
a new water environment. Also tho turbulence of the SHB tow operation will 
neccssHatt' assessment of tho deepOl.' water and the sediment to ascertain what 
ellyironrncn t will affect the SlID. 
c. I n -House Assessment of Sample Panels 
III the laboratory tcsting, pure ('\llt-ures were isolat(.'(l [1'0111 the broth and 
agar petri plates onto thc appropdate agar, The Shewan scheme of diffel'c:mtia-
tion \VaB used [or microbial general idontifiNltion. Table n presents a stUl1.1l1tlry 
of the tc's1. t\sed in the determ,inativc. scheme and shows the dclcrrninatiye 
grouping's. 
lJ. ITB Exposure 
The lTD was anchored in the Atlantic.' Ocean test site off KSC on JtU1e 4, 
1976, for a 5 day exposure test (Tablc.10, Fig-. 52). Samples l'eprcsentative of 
materials eontaincd in tho ITB woro prepared for biodcgradatioll testing. These 
samples wcro attached to an angle iron sprayed 'with primer paint. Teflon strips 
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Fig-ure ;~ ~). 'RB recov ry sit us d for sample dock site t ting-. 
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Figure 43 . Opposite side of panel No . 180 after 240 h in dock site water. 
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,,1 Fig-ure -14 . 'Cncoatecl panel ?\o . 180 after 332 h in clock site water at 3 ft. 
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Figure 45. Opposite side of panel No . 180 after 332 h in dock site water . 
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Figure 46. Panel parts 117 A, 11 7B , and 117C after 72 h in dock site water. (Depths are 
noted below panel numbers . Panel 117A consistently held marine buildup . ) 
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Figure 47 . Opposite side of panel parts 11 7A , 117B , 117C ( right to left) after 72 h . 
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:.;l Figure 48 . Panel parts 11 7 A a nd 11 7B after 240 h in dock site water . 
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Figure 49 . Opposite side of panel parts 11 'l A and 117B after 240 h in dock site water. 
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Figure 50. Panel parts 117 A and 117B after 332 h in dock site water . 
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Figure 51. Opposite side of panel parts 117 A and 117B after 332 h in dock site water . 
TABL' 9. U 1M llY F TE TS SE D 
IN DETERMI lATIVE S HEl\lE 
Medium 
utri nt Agar (Marine) 
Nutrient Broth (l\larine) 
lIugh and Licfson ' s Medium 
Nutrient Agar Slope 
MOTILE RODS 
r 
KOVACS OXIDASE 
+vI 
I 
PSE UDOMONAS 
XANTHOMONAS 
AEROMONAS 
V IBRIO 
KOVACS OXIDA SE -YI 
(PERITRICHOUS FLAGEL LA) 
I 
" PA RACOLONS" 
E_ COLI, Itc_ 
bser ation 
olon ' Appearan e 
Gram Stain 
l\10111 holog 
,-icla s Tes t 
l\lotili ty 
l\lorpho!o~ 
Dissirnilation of Carbohydrates 
Flagella Stain 
NONMOTILE RODS 
NONPIGMENTED 
COLONI ES 
I 
SHORT STOUT 
RODS , OFTEN 
COCCOID 
ACHROMbBACTER 
A LCA LIGENES 
PIGMENTED COLONIES 
(YELLOW, GREENISH 
YELLOW, ORANG ) 
FLAVOBACTER 
CYTOPHAGA 
Determinati ve groupings 
I 
!.)<J 
'L\Bl L 10 . >ct.\. .LL\PllI' .\. J) CIIE;\llC,\l ) \'r.\ 
1 HIIIJ::ITBL'P 'lHE-,\l'L\.Tl' 'J::A 
.\HE.\ (Jl.'E 10 , 1971) 
( el'an 
Conclueth it\'-
,-') " 
.)_ • • J 
III ill i mhos/ (' m 
'alinity - :~:l . 9 ppt 
Tf'mpl'rallll" - 2(j. _ 0 
pll 
D - ·1.(im1 1 
TuriJiclit\ - 1. 22 111 
(\'i ';)ibilih ) 
Do 'k 
1;). 0 
'on III cti\it \ -
millil11hos/l'm 
'alinity - 2 . 0 ppl 
Tempcratlll" - 2 °C 
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Aft~r 3 days, the ITB was hoisted onto the NASA barge. Photographs 
were made and cultures were taken. The ITB was then shrouded and returned 
by flatbed truck to MSFC. 
E. Basket and Rack Test Program Using Small 
Scale Samples (J u Iy 1977) 
1. Discussion. As a result of earlier test programs on small scale 
samples and the ITB, it was considered necessary to further substantiate and 
verify previous SRB materials selen.rion. These SU111l11el' of 1977 tests were 
performed in the ocean environment as were previous tests, but were limited 
to small scale samples that could be mounted to a basket or rack. These 
samples and/ or c0111ponents are as 1ollows: 
a. Electrical subsystem - Black box with extra noncoated plates 
b. MSA-1 - Test panels 
c. Flotation panel 
d. 18 in. Cylinder - Clevis joint seal (Thiokol) 
e. D6AC test panels w/ zinc rich primer and topcoat (epoxy), 
D6AC test panels w / red lead primer and topcoat (epoxy) 
f. Sealant/bolt samples using approved sealant PR 1422, DC 93-076, 
and a new untried sealant PR 1436 
g. TVC Components - One each fluid manifold assembly and one 
each auxiliary power unit 
h. Parachute material samples 
i. Test panels with "Btl stage cork 
jQ Biological samples consisting of: coated 7075 aluminum, coated 
2219 aluminum, coated D6AC steel, and various test buttons on an assortment 
of materials. 
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Tables 11 and 12 present the environmental conditions under which the 
test was made • 
. :,' " TABLE 11. 8RB TESTING SITE DATA (JULY 1977) 
, " 
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Testing Sites: 
Oceanic - Atlantic Ocean, approximately 640 m (700 yd) off-
shore; position 28°36'08"N, 800 34'47''W in 4.57 In 
(25 ft) of water. 
Dock - Banana River, adjacent to Hangar AF, approximately 
91 m (100 yd) from shore in 9.1 111 (30 ft) of water. 
Exposure Time: 
Oceanic Site - 7 days 
Test Vehicles: 
1. Thiokol cylinder, nylon parachute strips, SEM buttons, test 
basket 
2. Flotation panels 
3. Test rack 
a Test Protocol: 
1. Thiokol Cylinder - Submerged 
2. Flotation Panels - One end submerged 
3. Test Rack - Splash level 
a. Test vehicles transported aboard ship from ocean site to 
pt. Canaveral. Kept wetted by sprinkler system of ocean 
water. Transported by truck from Pt. Canaveral to dock 
site. 
1 
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TABLE 12. HYDROGRAPHIC AND MICROBIOLOGICAL DATA 
FROM ATLANTIC OCEAN AND BANANA RIVER 
FOR SRB TESTING (JULY 1977) 
Measurement Atlantic Ocean 
Salinity (ppt) 
Temperature (0 C) 
Dissolved Oxygell (ppm) 
pIT 
Mean Number of Bacteria/ ml 
Mean Number of Antibiotic 
Resistant Micl'oorganisms/1111 
Note: SEM stub area - 0.19 in. 2 
Rodac plate area - 4.9 in. 2 
35.0 
25.0 
5.8 
8.2 
17.0 
0.0 
;! 
Banana River 
32.5 
30.0 
5.2 
8.1 
165.0 
10.0 
The Test Sample Basket and Rack were anchol'ed in the Atlantic Ocean 
Test Site off KSC 011 July 13, 1977, for a 7 day exposure. Samples representa-
ti ve of materials specified in the SRB were prepared for corrosion and bio-
gradation testing. Those samples requiring test in the splash zone were 
mounted in the basket (Figs. 59 and 60) for the flotation system. Teflon washers 
were placed between the samples and mounting frames to prevent a galvanic field 
conducti ve to corrosion. Those samples requiring submersion [18 in. D6AC 
Clevis Joint Sample (Thiokol) with the factory applied EPDM rubber seal 
vulcanized in place; nylon curtain material samples; and biological test buttons] 
were mounted to the specially designed racl{ (Figs. 61 and 62). 
At recovery on July 20, 1977, the basket and racks were brought aboard 
ship and placed in such a manner that the sprinkling' system could be mounted 
and all samples remain wet on return to port. Prior to the mounting of the spray 
system, the nylon ~urtain strips were removed frorn the rack. placed in an 
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The basket and racks and aU candidate test specimens were then placed 
in the Banana River Test Site for 24 h with the exception of the nylon parachute 
test specimens which had previously been packaged aboard ship. At the con-
elusioll of the 24 h dock site test, the basket and racks were removed from the 
water and placed on dock where visual examination, biological sampling, and 
photographing were accomplished. All samples were then loaded on a flat bed 
truck, transported to the 0& C Bldg., KSC, unloaded, and allowed to remain on 
the baskets and racks overnight. All samples were then removed and rephoto-
graphed. All items were then packed and returned to MSFC for further 
evaluation. 
2. Parachute ~trips and SEl"I Stubs Covered with Parachute Materials. 
The parachute strips (Table 5) were approximately 6 ft long and were suspended 
vertically on the test vehicle. This test article, therefore, was immersed 
o to 6 ft. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) stubs were fastened to TVC 
tubing and secured to the parachute structure at mid-point, giving the stubs a 
3 ft immersion. 
The parachute strips and the SEM stubs covered with parachute material 
were tested in the ocean area only, because the parachute will be recovered 
from the ocean immediately upon splash down. After 7 days ocean exposure, 
the strips were removed from the test vehicle and returned in a container of 
seawater to MSFC for further assay and tensile strength testing. 
In addition to the strips, SEM stubs were covered with types of parachute 
material and mounted in the test vehicle (Fig. 9). Upon recovery from ocean 
exposure, these stubs were immediately fixed in gluteraldehyc1e for SEM analysis 
by the University of Maryland, and duplicate samples were streaked onto 2216 
marine agar plates for taxonomy assay. Duplicate parachute samples were 
placed in vials (unfixed) for transport to the University of Maryland~ 
F. KSC Test Rack Biological Test Results 
(Jan uary 12 -30, 1976) 
Microbial laboratory testing revealed gram negati ve org~llisms from the 
salt and brackish waters at the test sites. Pseudomonas, flavobacter, vibrio, 
and achromobacter organtsms were most prevalent in these waters. Slime 
mold, tunicates, hydroius, and barnacles were visiblo on the panels. 
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There was 1~0 apparent degradation to the undamaged coatings on the 
topcoated surfaces (Figs. 64 and 65), but abrasion and chipping produced 
habitats for quantities of marine growth, particularly on the 7075 aluminum 
where a visible growth of slime mold, tunicates, hydroids, etc. existed ( Figs. 
66 and 67). It was noted on all panels that a film\ developed and organisms 
were attached during each phase of testing. The fasteners were very susceptible 
to physical damage, 1. e., loss of coatings. However, the faatener material 
(286 stainless steel) 1s evidently not a good nutrient for marine organism growth 
as photographs show no evidence of organism accumulation. The timed photo-
graphs of 72 to 332 h for panels in dock water show a progression of growth on 
the 7075 aluminum. This would cause concern if this material were used on 
the SRB without the assurance of a permanent coating. If damage should occur 
to the coating, microbial growth could spread tmder the coating and cause damage 
even while the vehicle is in storage. This situation can produce an environment 
conducive for growth of other terrestrial organisms. Photographs of the test 
panel rack reveal the microbial buildup on uncoated panels at splash level and 
the effect of cleaning on these panels (Figs. 68 and 69) . 
G. ITB Biodegradation Test Results 
Rodac plates with marine agar were used to culture most of the ITB with 
swab culturing used as an alternate. The small rodac plate contains media 
which extend above the plate rim. These media are touched lightly to the sur-
face area to captu.:re the microorganisms. This method is much faster than the 
swab technique. 
In the laboratory, pure cultures were isolated onto new appropriate 
marine media. The Shewan Scheme of differentiation was again used for micro-
bial general identification. It was found from the water samples that the micro-
bial population had more than doubled in both the ocean and dock site since the 
last exposure testing (January 1976). This is normal, as some marine orga-
nisms double their populations with each 10 degree rise in temperature. The 
same general types of organisms were found: achromobacter, flavobacterium, 
pseudomonas, vibris, and seromonas. Panel 4 (MSA-l coated with Hypalon -
uncharred) carried the greatest mixed cultures with all of the previously 
mentioned organisms present. This indicates that panel 4 is a good general 
nutrient. Photos of rodac plates oLocean test cultures are shown in Figure 70. 
It was also noted on arrival at MSFC that panel 4 had bleached a lemon color in 
its container of seawater. In addition to microbial growth, the ITB was found 
to have attracted shrimp, barnacles, slime mold, fungi, and algae during this 
exposure test. Some photos of damages and accumulations are shown in Figures 
71 through 74 • 
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.H. Basket and Rack Biological Test 
Results (July 1977) 
Upon recovery from the ocean, the test articles appeared very clean and 
in good physical condition due in part to the excellent weather conditions during 
the test period (Figs. 75 through 78). 
Immediately upon recovery from each test site and after rinse or hose-
down at the dock site, assay was performed by rodac touch plates for quantita-
tive colony counts. The Schwamm scheme for determinative microbial groupings 
was used and the data agreed with the previous findings consisting mainly of 
vibrio, pseudomonas, moraxell.a, and micrococcus. Although all material sur-
faces revealed microorganisms, the amount of fouling present differed according 
to the surface typo. Also the effectiveness of cleaning differed with the surface 
type. On smooth surfaces, the tap water rinse by hose pressure was very 
effective as seen by pbotographs of the black box, coated D6AC, bearing, 2219 
epoxy coated, cork bonding material, and coated 7075 material. However, the 
porous materials such as cork, burned cork, MSA, and bUl,'ned MSA held the 
mal.'ine organisms and showed abundant microbial growth after rinse. The only 
way to determine if the material itself supports growth is in laboratory tests 
using bacteria:and/ or fungi. 
Results also showed the silicone surface to be less susceptible to micro-
bial colonization. The two types of polysulfide (1422G and 1436G) were judged 
to be equally susceptible to fouling, since both showed heavy deposition of 
bacteria, diatoms, and protozoan species. The MSA-l TPS material revealed 
extensive patch fouling which was observed to comprise concentrations of 
bacteria, diatoms, and debris. The rough surface of the MSA-l may act to trap 
these materials, but the MSA-l was not as susceptible to uniform microbial 
colonization as was observed on other material surfaces as mentioned. 
The SEM stubs were exposed to both seawater and dock site water with 
the exception of the ones surfaced with pal'achute material which experienced 
i:)cean exposure only. All SEM sttlhs were returlled to the University of Maryland 
for further analysis. The stubs were made of 2219 aluminum and D6AC steel 
surfaced with the following SRB materials: 
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Re4 lead prinier 9373 (Rustoleum) 
Red lead primer 9373 + topcoat 9392 (D6AC) Rustoleulll 
Zinc seal primer 9334 (Rustoleum) 
Bostik Finch 463-6-3 primer + topcoat 443-3-1 (2219) 
Sealant PR 1436G (polysulfide, chromated) -
Sealant DC393-07G (Silicone, over DC1204 silane primer) 
IHSA-1 (TPS material) 
Cork 
Cork sealer. 
After the final recovery from the dock water, the stubs were fixed in 
gluteraldehyde for SEM analysis, and duplicate samples were streaked onto 
2216 marine agar petri plates. Surface water of the Banana River was also 
sampled by streaking- stubs dipped in the water onto marine agar plates made up 
with and without antibotics. The alltibotics ill agar destroy bacteria and permit 
only the fungi to grow. 
PARACHUTE :MATERIAL TESTING 
CONTRACTOR MSFC 
I 
ES·73 ~ EH-33 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
I 
SEM 
TAXONOMY 
I 
QUANTI'TATIVE 
MICROBIAL 
COUNT 
I 
SAMPLE CLEANING 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
ELONGATION 
Figures 79 through 83 show the results from the SEM stubs. The ('on-
trador reports that after ocean exposure, the parachute ni.aterial was found to 
be heavily coated with bacteria, diatoms, and debris. Also, a number of large 
hydroids were observed to be attached to the parachute material surface. The 
SEM samples returned to the University of IVIaryland were washed with distilled 
water, but remained heavily coated with organic material. Drying and distilled 
water washing destroyed the delicate biological structures of the hydroids and 
other lnicroorganisms. Nevertheless, diatom shells could still be identified. 
The parachtlte m,atel'ial did not appear to be degraded during the process of 
Il.1icrobial attachment as seen under the SEM. 
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Figure 79 . Para 'hute material (EH 33- 3) prior to exposure 
to biofouli ng (the n lon stl'ands are 'omplelel free of 
rn ic roorgani.sms) (12 5_') • 
Fig'ure O. Parachute material (EH 33- 3) after e "POSUl' 
for 7 days in the 0 ean [heav ' surface foulin g , 
. in hiding hyd roids (upper right) , is evident'] (24X) • 
F igure 1. Dial ms and bad 'i'ia on surfac of parachutc malcr ial 
(Ell ;~:l-;l) aflcl' cxposure lor 7 cia, to ocean "aler (390X) . 
Fig"ll l'c 2. II 'dl'oids on , al'a 'huLe mal rial ( Ell 3:l-3) aftcr 
exp SU1_ for 7 cia 's La ocean \\alel' (2;\ r:X) . 
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Figure 3. Organic material remaining sf tel' distilled water wash 
of the surfa e of the para hute mate~.- ial (EH 33-3) exposed for 
7 da s in the 0 ean and stored 7 ci~ s pdor to washing with 
distilled water (10 7X) . 
Quantitati e mi robial assa was a omplished busing rodac plates 
filled \i ith 221 6 marine agar and touching ea h plate dire tly onto the test mate-
rial. This t pe test was performed: 
a. At 0 ean recovery 
b. At MSF prior to leaning 
• After sample leaning. 
Th e para hute sample test was begun at the 0 ean site Jul 12, 1977. 
After se en da s the samples \i ere re 0 ered and pia ed in a onta iner of 0 ean 
water . On August 19 the samples were washed with tap water and dried in a 
140 0 F 0 en. It is e ident froll1 the roda plates that the organisms remained 
ali ve due to some nutrient. It is also evident that the tap water rinse did not 
remo e the majorit of these or anisms . Some contamination was also seen 
after dr in ". The ontra tor reports the 0 ean organisms to be of the ibrio 
genera . 
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Aft.er the rinse and drying of the parachute samples, tensile strength 
testing was performed. Results and charts of elongation testing are shown in 
Table 13. ,; 
TABLE 13. COMPARATIVE BREAKING STRENGTH OR PARACHUTE 
WEBBING AND TAPE AFTER 7 DAY KSC SEAWATER SOAK, 
3 WEATHEROMETER CYCLES AND UNEXPOSED MATERIAL 
KSC Seawatel' Weatherometer Unexposed 
Sample Identification ( Ib) (lb) (lb) 
IVIil W-83144, Type V 1 390 
1 660 1435 1 720 
1200 1430 1790 
Average 1417 1432 1 755 
Mil T-560S, Type V, ClC 250 
155 310 380 
177 265 390 
Average 193 287 385 
Mil T-5608, Type II, ClE 1000 
750 1030 1180 
760 1050 1140 
Average 837 1040 1160 
Mil T-5038, Type V 580 
565 645 
615 640 
Average 587 642 
Mil W-27657, Typell 3 875 
3700 4100 
3900 4050 
Average 3825 4075 
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TABLE 13. (Concluded) 
KSC Seawater Weatherometer Unexposec 
Sample Identification (lb) (lb) (lb) 
Mil W-4088, Type XIX 8 720 . 
8200 9640 
9 060 10 {60 
Average 8660 9900 
Mil W-4088, Type XXIII 9 550 
9000a 9960 
9700a 10 180 
Average 9 417 10070 
Mil W-4088, Type XXVI 11 675b 
b 14100 
b 13900 
14000 
a. Stitches broke. 
b. Severely abraided. Anchortie-down broke loose on rack at sea on 
two samples and abrasion visible on third sample with recorded 
value. 
The parachute material appears to have followed the fouling process of 
other nontoxic material, i. e., the formation ofa primary film composed at first 
of bacteria~ This film is usually firmly attached within a 2 to 4 h period. 
Diatoms, a higher form of marine life, usually appear 24 h after the primary 
film has settled, followed by hydroids, etc. 
Heterogeneous populations of bacteria excrete significant amounts of 
vitamins and larger concentrations are released when the bacteria die. This 
may account for the continued bacterial growth which may also be stimulated 
by the oxygen and a variety of amino acids released by diatoms. The diatoms 
in turn feed off the nutrients of the bacteria. Higher marine life, such as the 
barnacle, also share in this symbiotic cycl\~. 
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This fouling process probably contributed some effect on the parachute 
mate!,"ials as noted in tensile strength and elongation testing. Since this test 
was conducted 640 m (700 yd) offshore in only 4.5 m (25 ft) of water, it may be 
construed (since no comparison is available) that this site is more richly 
. endowed with bacteria than the deep ocean. Perhaps the sparceness of a primary 
. --:"microbial film in the deep ocean, coupled with rapid recovery of the parachute, 
would lessen the ocean fauna count appreciably. However, there are abnormal 
natural elements of the deep ocean which may affect the parachute integrity, 
such as tide and turbulence, and bloom of ocean marine organisms. The ocean 
turbulence may cause abrasion of parachute materials, while the tide may affect 
the amount of marine life present. The encounter of an ocean bloom of goose-
neck barnacles could render a parachute unusable even though recovered within 
4 h, due to the fact the parachute will be rolled and kept wet for several days, 
giving the attachment a chance to grow. 
To get additional data from deep ocean water on parachute material, KSC 
agreed to attach selective parachute strips to the prototype of the SRB parachute 
scheduled to be "recovery-tested" at Port Everglade, Florida, in December 1977 
(Table 14). The samples were thread tacked onto the prototype matching func-
tional materials. The test site location was approximately 15 miles from shore. 
The tests consisted of discharging the parachute into the water, recover-
ing, and rolling the parachute onto a reel which simulates the actual recovery 
operatioil. The parachute and attached samples from MSFC were in the water 
approximately 4 h each test for a total of five tests or 20 h. The parachute and 
samples were brought back to KSC on the reel, dismounted, "'lashed, and dried 
after 12 days, 
The- parachute strips were retUrned to MSFC for tensile strength and 
elongation testing. The tests were run 5 in. / min with a gage length of 4 in. 
The samples of canopy parachute material, Nos. 1 through 7, were masking 
taped at each end to hold in the clevis clamps. These samples showed a higher 
breaking point than the rated strength. The load bearing parachute material, 
Nos. 8 through 11, was folded and stitched vertically at either end. These 
samples broke at the lower stitching line in each case and at a break point 
significantly lower than the rated strength which was attributed to the heavy 
stitching separating the fiber bundles which weakens the load capacity. 
",,~.~~ __ ~ __ ~,_"" _"-~"_"'4'·' 
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TABLE 14. PARACHUTE STRIPS TESTED AT PORT EVERGLADE 
(DECEMBER 1977) 
Sea Test 
Rated Break Point Elongation 
Type (Ib) (lb, in.) (% ) AppUcation 
Canopy Material 
MIL-W-83144 
Type V, EH 33-3 1 500 1 745, 1 1/4 31.25 
Horizontal Drogue, 
MIL-W-83144 Main 
Type V, EH 33-3 1 500 1 635, 11/8 28.12 
MIL-T-5038 
Type V, EH 33-8 500 623, 1 25.0 Vertical Drogue 
. Main 
MIL-T-5038 
Type V, EH 33-8 500 632, 13/16 20.25 
MIL-T-5608 
Type V, EH 33-4 300 350, 11/16 17.25 Radial Main 
MIL-T-5608 
Type II, EH 33-6 1 000 1 088, 3/4 18.75 Radial Main 
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Type (Ib) 
MIL-W-4088 
,Type xm, EH 33 6-A 6 500 
MIL-W-4088 
Type XIX, EH 33 8-A 10000 
MIL-W-4088 
Type XIX, EH 33 a-A 10000 
MIL-W-4088 
Type XXVI EH 33 10-A 15000 
------
Notes: Rl.~ 5 in./min 
Gage length - 4 in. 
"l 
TABLE, 14. ( Concluded) 
Sea Test 
Break Point Elongation 
(lb, in.) (%) Application 
Load Bearing Material 
6 000, 11/8 28.13 Pocket Bands, Drogue 
8 500, 11/8 28.13 Radial Reinforcement, 
Drogue Vent and Skirt 
Bands, Main Riser 
8 500, 1/16 24.25 
12000,11/8 28.13 Skirt Band, Drogue 
----- ------- -- ------
All samples were sent to K£'C in duplicate, some were lost in the testing. 
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I. Conclusions 
1. Microorganisms were present on all surfaces examined by petri 
plate cultures or SEM stubs; however, the amount of fouling present clearly 
differed according to surface type. 
2. It is interesting to note that altilOugh the Banana River revealed 
approximately ten-fold larger population of microorganism.s than the ocean, 
quantitatively the ocean petri plates (7 day test) revealed more colonies than 
the 24 h river test due to the summer heat and bloom sea SOlI of the ocean. 
3. Primer and epoxy-coated metals, D6AC steel and 2219 aluminum, 
showed similar rate and extent of fouling with bacteria and diatoms. 
4. Of the sealants, the silicone surface was found less susceptible to 
microbial colonization. The polysulfides (lt122G and 1436G) were equally 
susceptible to fouling, showing heavy depoSition of bacteria, diatoms, and 
protozoan species. 
5. The rough surfaces of painted MSA-1, burned MSA-1, cork, burned 
cork, and flotation materials all revealed extensive fouling of bacteria, diatoms, 
and debris fro11l both tile ocean and dock sites. The pressure rinse after dock 
water recovery removed the accumulation but heavy growth remained. 
6. Biofouling' is a contributing factor in tile corrosion of metals in the 
oceanic environment. The exact relationship between biofouling and corrosion 
is complex because certain surfaces attract one type of organism ~\l1d not 
another. Tests have been run in the laboratory On material pan;~'ls with artifiCial 
seawater over the same period as tilOse exposed to the. actual e.lVironment.lt 
was noted that uncoated 7075 aluminum is highl,)! conducive to marine orga,nism 
buildup (much more than the other materi,als that were tested). . 
Recommendations 
After being towed int(\ dock site, the SRB should be rern~:rved as soon as 
possible from the water and cleaned. The booster sh.ould not be allowed to 
remain in the water at the dock longer than necessary ~\incet:1\)Jogical growth 
accumulated at this location was more abundant than thebiQtdgical growth col-
lected at the ocean exposure site. 
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IX. FLOTATION SYSTEM 
The flotation system installed in the ITB serves a two-fold purpose. It 
provides the buoyancy necessary to support the ITB structure in the attitude 
necessary to provide proper exposure to SRB test systems, and it serves as a 
system test for proposed frustrum flotation. Light -wei ght, durabi 1 i ty, and 
availability were baseline requirements for initial flotation material selection. 
The first material to be selected (polyurothane) met these requirements, but 
after extensive drop-testing and evaluation. was found to be structurally unstable 
at very low pressures; i. e. it disintegrated in vacuum tests. Polystyrene was 
selected as the design replacement. Both 16.01 and 32.02 kg/ m3 (lib/ ft3 and 
2 lb/ it3) materials were procured, and subjected to repeated drop-tests to 
determine comparative durability. The 32.02 kg/ rna (2 lb/ fe) polystyrene was 
measurably superior to the 16.01 kg/ m3 (lib/ ft3) l~,aterial from the standpoint 
of durability, and as a result was selected for frustrum (and !TB) flotation 
material application. 
A.' QJscussion 
Based on data from the original polyurethane materials tests, and prior 
-,to the vacuum degradation discovery, the foam bays in the ITB had been filled 
;;' r,"with precast urethane foam, cut to proper dimensions to approximately simulate 
'Y" frustrum flotation material design. The initial flotation test at the Saturn Dock 
on the Tennessee River resulted in a considerable departure from the intended 
flotation mode - instead of the;desired log mode, the cylinder floated vertically 
and much too high. The ITB w:,a.s recovered, the foam blocks were removed 
from the two inner bays, and it was refloated. This time it floated too low in 
the water. Again recovered, the flotation configuration was altered by adding 
an overlaying ring of polystyrene blocks, cut to proper contour and retained by 
nylon curtains (an integral part of the initial flotation system design). Refloated, 
the vehicle still adopted an undesirable attitude. Subsequent modifications in 
flotation placement were necessary before the desired configuration and buoyant 
attitude were achieved. All styrene block surfaces were sealed with a water-base 
paint (Sherwin-Williams Acryll,c Latex), then bonded in place with U. S. Plywood 
Resorcinal water-proof adhesive. Following' these preparations and a final 
securing of the nylon retention cmrtains, the ITB was transported to KSC to 
begin 'its 7 day ocean exposure ti.~st, to be followed by 84 h in harbor. 
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The vehicle was taken offshore and immersed in (relatively) unpolluted 
waters; after 168 h It was recovered, brought in, and again floated in the harbor • 
During this time the ITB was towed (for effect) for 2 miles at approximately 
2 mph. Removed from the water, the ITB was returned to MSFC for disassembly 
and detailed examination. 
B. Performance Assessment 
I;; 
There was no significant water logging of ' the flotation material. The 
ITB was floating at essentially the same level (and attitude) after the 252 h 
exposure as t:'_:; the beginning. There was some apparent damage to the flotation 
blocks, attributable to the retention system. TIns damage occurred when the 
retention curtains and ribbons (designed to restrain blocks of the original 
notation configuration) were over-extended to cover flotation elements of much 
greater volume. Had the flotation restraint system been redesigned to accom-
modate the altered flotation system, it is felt that this damage would have been 
minimized. 
Excessive elongation of the nylon curtains and tie-down ribbons also 
played a role here, as it did in the pl'elill1inary drop tests. The nylon 
will elongate, loosen, and allow for excessive freedom of movement in the 
flotation blocks. 
Removal of the flotatiotl blocks, bonded together and to the ITB inner 
surface with adhesive, resulted in destruction of all pieces. The requirement 
for this interface bonding has been eliminated, and total reusability of all 
flotation material will be demonstrated in the next test. 
c. Subsequent Flotation Retest 
A 2 1/2 ft by '1 ft by 6 in. aluminum drop test panel used fal' impact 
testing of installed flotation materials in water drop tests was set up for flotation 
testing at I<SC, with three significant departUres from the original drop-test/ 
flotation test configuration: (1) retention curtains were Dacron rather than nylon, 
(2) retention ties were also changed to Dacron, (3) approximately 2 in. were 
added to the flotation block thickness, neceSSitating a change in l'etention (~urtain 
design. Blocks were coated with a latex/ acrylic paint and assembled into the 
panel recesses without bonding, either to the panel skin or block-to-block. 
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The panel was fitted with a ballast plate to hold the structure generally 
In a vertically bouyant attitude, and anchored in 25 it of water, approximately 
700 yd off shore at KSC t for 7 days. The panel and components survived 
virtually unaffected by saltwater or sea activity, indicating a successful demon-
stration of the proposed flotation system. 
D. Conclusions 
'I 
1. Configuration. An adequate SRB frustrum flotation configuration has 
been developed. This was satisfactorily demonstrated by local Tennessee River 
immersion and by the long term ocean exposure tests. 
2. Material. The adequacy of the material in fulfilling the intended 
mission was evidenced by the apparent lack of water absorption and by the fact 
that, damaged as it was in the SRB test, U still offered total supporfto the host 
structures. 
3. Retention System. This system will provide adequ.ate restraint and 
support to the flotation blocks, provided that the curtains are redesigned to 
accommodate the new, effective COllfiguration and provided that a material with 
less allowable elongation is selected for this application, as demonstrated with 
Dacron in the panel flotation test. 
4. Flotation System. This system cannot be routinely disassembled and 
reused if the component. blOcks are bonded together and! or to the ITB structure, 
or to the frustrum surfaces. The flotation retest has shown this bonding to be 
unnecessary • 
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X. SRB JOINT SEAL AND PIN RETAINER BAND 
A. ITB Clevis Joint Assembly 
The D6AC steel ITB clevis joint was cleaned by three different methods 
before mating the male and fem,ale parts. The two sections were divided into 
three sections consisting of approximately 90, 90, and 180 degrees. The two 
clevis sections, male and female portiOlls, were cleaned with a stainless steel 
brush over 90 degrees, Sumco 30 chemical cleaning over 90 deg'l'ees, and 
acetone solvent wiped clean over the remaining 180 degrees. After the various 
cleaning operations were completed, the male and female portions of the joint's 
unpainted surfaces were wiped with clean, dry rags to remove any residue that 
the cleaning operation had desposited on the metal surfaces. After the rag wipe 
was completed, the male portion of the clevis jOint was coated with Braycote 
No. 137 preservative on the t1l1painted portion of the joint alld also in the pin 
retainel' holes. The female section of the clevis joint was also coated with 
Braycote No. 137 preservative in the inner portion of the section and also in 
the pin holes. 
The O-ring was then placed in the O-ring groove in the female section 
of the joint. The two sections were then aligned and mated. The retainer pins 
were then inserted into the selected pin holes. The excess oil that was forced 
out of the pin holes during the pin i.nsertion and the oil that had migrated onto 
the painted surfaces were then removed by wiping the exposed areas 'with an 
MEK dampened cloth until no visible evidence of oil remained on the exposed 
areas of the clevis joint. 
B. Information 
The inside wall area of the mated male and female clevis joint was cleaned 
using the same procedure used on the outer surface. After cleaning the surface 
on either side of the clevis joint and removing' any oil or dust, the area was 
masl<:ed off to allow the TUrco T522 Chem Mill maskant to be applied across the 
clevis area. This was dOlle to seal the inner walls so the vacuum could be 
pulled on the Thiokol (EPDM rUbber) boot when it was bonded over the outer 
surface of the clevis joint. The maskant was allowed to cure and then the 
Thiokol boot was prepared for installation. The boot was placed around the 
lower section of the ITB section and moved to the clevis area of the joint. In 
mOving the band in place, areas were touched with hands and needed to be wiped 
clean again to remove any hand oils or dust that could cause the adhesive that 
was to seal the boot along the upper and lower 1 in. bond area not to seal. These 
oils and dust were removed with a damp (MEK) cloth. The boot lip area, upper 
and lower edge, was inverted to allow for application of the adhesive on the boot 
lip area and also on the 1 in. wide bond strip area of the male and female ITB 
sections. The boot adhesive (Thiokol) UF3195 was then mixed and applied to 
th~ boot lip areas and the ITB boot bond lines. The coot was then rolled back to 
the normal pOSition (Fig. 84). The excess adhesive was then wiped away 
and the boot lip portion pressed against the ITB surfaces to insure a tight fit 
and force out any air bubbles that might be trapped in the adhesive. A hypo-
dermic needle was then inserted through the middle section of the band and into 
the clevis joint cavity to allow for a vacuum hose and pump to be connected to 
pull a vacuum on the clevis cavity (to hold the Thiokol boot in place while the 
adhesive was cUring). The Thiokol boot developed a leak under vacuum in the 
atea where the two ends of the rubber band were vulcanized together to form a 
continuous rubber band type configuration. Adhesive was repeatedly applied 
dUling the cure cycle to allow the vacuum to pull the adhesive along the vtucanized 
band joint until a buildup of adhesive was sufficient enough to stop the vacuum 
from pulling additional adhesive into the joint and the band sel:lled. The ITB 
assembly was moved to the paint shop area of Building 4760 to get sufficient 
heated area (70°F or above) for proper adhesive cure. 
C. SRB Clevis Joint Assembly Test Panels 
The 12 clevis joint test panels were assembled and sealed with the 
deSignated sealants, Dow Corning 93-076 on six clevis joint assemblies and 
Product Research 1422B on six clevis joint assemblies. These 12 assemblies 
have been divided into three groups conSisting of two panels of each sealant in 
each group. The panels have been given a serial number for test identification 
purposes (Table 15). 
The 12 clevis joint assemblies were painted again to apply the topcoat of 
paint over the sealants and seal any damaged area that wa.s scratched or chipped 
during handling, assembly, and sealing operations. Eight of the clevis joint 
specimens were prepared to simulate the Thiokot seal concept. Four spechnens 
were prepared to Simulate no protection. All assemblies were then heated at 
atmospheric pressure to the temperature expected during vehicle reentry. 
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TABLE 15. CLEVIS JOINT TEST ASSEMBLY PANELS 
Sealant Test Site 
Group 1 - Steel Male - Aluminum Female 
SNNo. 1 XXI-XXI to lA-lA pow Corning Ocean 
SN No.2 XX3-XX3 to 3A-3A Dow Corning Beach 
I Steel Male - Steel Female 
I 
SN No.3 X2-X2 to B2-B2 Product Ocean 
Research 
SN No.4 X4-X4 to B4-B4 Product Beach 
Research 
Group 2 - Steel Male - Steel Female 
SN No. 5 Xl-Xl to BI-Bl Dow Corning Ocean 
., SN No. 6 X3-X3 to B3-B3 Dow Corning Beach 
Steel Male - Aluminum Female 
SN No.7 XX2-XX2 to 2A-2A Product Ocean 
Research 
SN No.8 XX4-XX4 to 4A-4A Product Beach 
Research 
Group 3 - Steel Male - Aluminum Female 
SN No. 10 XX5-XX5 to 5A-5A Dow Corning Beach 
SN No. 11 X5-X5 to B5-B5 Dow Corning Ocean 
Steel Male - Steel Female 
SN No.9 XXG-XX6 to 6A-GA Product Ocean 
Research 
SN No. 12 X6-X6 to BG-B6 Product Beach 
Research 
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Each group. consists of four steel male members mated to two aluminum 
female and two steel female members. The serial numbers and sealants are 
as follows with the subassembly part numbers mated to subassembly part num-
bers: Group No. l/No Protection, Group No. 2/ Limited Protection, and Group 
No. 3/ Maximum Protection. 
); 
The configv~ations of the assemblies are as follows: . 
,Ii 
,2;/,r 
1. Group No. 1 - Male and female numbers are not painted on inserted 
area, the pin hole is not painted, and no Braycote is sprayed on cleVis joints. 
The fasteners are sealed with sealants. 
2. Group No.2 - Male and female numbers are not painted on inserted 
area, the pin hole is not painted; however, Braycote is sprayed on inserted 
area (male and female) and in pin hole, and the outside is sealed with Thiokol 
seal configuration and Chem Mill maskant on back side of clevis joints. 
3. Group No.3 - Male and female numbers are painted on inserted 
areas, the inside pin hole is not painted, Braycote is on clevis (male and 
female) and in pinhole, and MIL-P-8116 zinc chrome putty is placed along fillet 
area and Chem Mill maskant over the back side of clevis joints. 
Six clevis joint specimens were exposed to the ocean and KSC harbor 
environment for a total of 10 days and were cleaned, using the following "stand-
ard" cleaning cycle: 
1. Potable water rinse 
2. High pressure hot water (200 psi, 175°F), detergent 
3. High pressure hot water rinse 
4. Potable wat)r rinse 
5. DI water rinse. 
In addition to extensive corroded areas on unpainted areas within the 
joint seal, an ab1.mdance of plant and animal marine growth was present on both 
painted and unpainted surfaces (Fig. 85). 
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Six of the ~etergent cleaned clevis joint samples had additional mechanical 
cleaning to remove rust scale and corrosion on the unpainted portion of the clevis 
jOint. A rotary wire brush with a variable speed drill motor was used. A 
101. ~O :r;nm, (4 in.) diameter brush was used to remove the bulk of the rust from 
the outer portions of the joint but left traces of rust in the pitted areas of the 
joint. The larger diameter 152.40 mm (6 in.) brush used to clean the inside 
portion of the female joint removed a considerable amount of the rust and cor-
rosion, but was not effective along the side wall of the clevis jOint. The male 
and female portio~s of Group Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were chemically cleaned with 
Sumco 30 to remove the rust and corrosion from the pitted areas. 
Preliminary evaluation of results indicates effective removal of marine 
growth. Effective removal of the salt film on the surface was also shown by 
results obtained with the Orion chloride 'ion probe. Chloride ion concentration 
on wEft corroded surfaces after the last potable water rinse was 40 to 60 ppm. 
This reading dropped to below 10 ppm after DI water rinse and is regarded as 
particularly illustrative of the benefits to be expected from a routine, final DI 
water rinse. 
All twelve clevis joint assemblies were carefully inspected. The six 
assemblies that had Dow Corning 93-076 sealant on the stainless steel fastener 
nuts did not have adequate adhesion and needed to be removed as best as possi-
,ble and r.ecleaned. The procedure used was (1) to file off the sharp edges of 
!{the fast~ner that protruded through the nut and rub the area around the nut with 
steel"wool to roughen up the painted surface, (2) brush clean the nut and painted 
area with MEK and then wipe with a damp (MEK) kimwipe to remove any reSidue, 
(3) allow to air dry and then prime with Dow Corning 1203 primer, and (4) wait 
10 min and rep rime with Dow Corning 1203 primer and let dry for 24 h before 
resealing with Dow Corning 93-076 sealer. 
These six clevis joints were resealed with DC 93-076 and the sealer 
exhibited better adhesion to the painted surface and also on the stainless steel 
nuts. 
The Thiokol Seal configuration boot was applied with Thiokol adhesive 
UF3195 and under a vacuum bag on panel Nos. 5 through 11. Panel No. 12 had 
the boot applied using the hypodermic needle inserted through the boot and a 
vacuum pulled through needle to allow the adhesive to cure. 
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Six. clevis joint samples were returned from the KSC ocean exposure 
test and the assemblies have been broken down into subassemblies and photo-
graph~d. Two of these samples had no protection in the joint area and showed 
considerable corrosion and rust (Fig. 86). Two other samples had the Thiokol 
boot config·uration and Chem Mill maskant on the bottom side. These two 
samples had Braycote oil in the joint area but showed considerable corrosion 
and rust (Fig. 87). The t\vo remaining samples were painted in the joint (Fig. 
88), had Braycote oil over the paint with Thiokol boot on outer surface, and had 
Chem Mill maskant on the bottom side. These two samples were the best of the 
six but showed some corrosion and rust in areas. 
D. Assessment of Performance 
The Turco T522 Chem Mill maskant did not show any evidence of moisture 
entry into the clevis jOint. The maskant was easily removed by cutting across 
and peeling from the surface. 
The Thiokol boot required an air operated chisel to break the adhesive 
bond. No evidence of leakage was detected along the bond line, but there was 
adhesive and EPDM rubber residue remaining along the bond surface due to the 
air chisel removal of the boot. 
The retainer pins were difficult to remove due to the rust stains and 
the cgg shape alignment of the two sections. The last pin removed required a 
pin puller fixt.ure made to pull the pin from the hole. This pin galled in the hole 
when trying to remove the pin with the jackscrew. 
The upper section was lifted with a crane to disengage the two sections. 
The lower section did not have sufficient weight to tUlmate the two areas. With 
the upper section lifted slightly, the lower section required sb.iking the lower 
clevis joint with a rawhide mallet to disengage from the upper section. 
E. Conclusions 
The ITB clevis joint did have small amOtUlts of moisture inside the 
clevis joint area. There was rust and rust stains present inside the joint. The 
bare areas of the clevis joint that had no preservative oil showed considerably 
more corrosion and rust than on the areas where preservative oil had been 
applied. The rust and rust stains were more easily removed from the oil coated 
surfaces. 
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Figure 87 . Clevis joint sample with Thiokol boot and Braycote oil. 
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There was excessive adhesive material present inside the boot area where 
the vacuum had mig-rated the adhesive during boot bonding and also in the spare 
pin holes that had no pins inserted. (Approximately one-half of the pin holes had 
retainer pins inserted for this test program, see Figure 89. ) 
The clevis joint test specimens had considerable rust present inside the 
clevis joint and on the outer metal sudaces. The steel members required con-
siderable mechanical cleaning to remove the rust scale. The aluminum members 
required considerable mechanical cleaning to remove the corrosion from the 
metal. Chemical cleaning was required to remove the rust and corrosion that 
had pitted the two metals. 
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XI. NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 
A; Discussion of Techniques 
The success of the SRB is highly dependent upon the effectiveness of the 
protective coatings and sealants to prevent seawater corrosion of the basic 
structural elements. Failure of these coatings and sealants to effectively per-
form this flIDction will substantially shorten the structures life or will necessi-
tate timely repair of degraded areas. Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) tech-
niques were selected based on their potential to detect the failure of the coating! 
sealants or which might detect the incursion of seawater into hidden areas of 
the structure as a result of sealant failures. 
The most basic form of NDE, visual examination, was chosen as the first 
technique to be employed. Careful visual examination will detect cracking of 
surface coatings and bulging of sealant areas. Ultrasonics was selected to detect 
bondline failures at se::a~ed fastener jOints and to detect potential corrosion in 
fastener holes. Radio~'raphy was selected to detect incursion of seawater 
between sealed surfaces or in fastener holes. 
The initial evaluation of these techniques was conducted on bench 
samples (see Fig. 90 which simulated the material couples and sealants being 
proposed for SRB). The samples were fabricated using proposed SRB processes 
and submitted for baseline NDE. Each sample was photographically documented 
and X-rayed. An ultrasonic bond inspection was performed using immersion 
pulse-echo techniques, schematically shown in Figure 91. A baseline ultra-
sonic scan of corner sharpness for each fastener hole was also performed. 
This corner sharpness could be used as a basis for evaluating corrosion of the 
fastener hole which would blunt the sharpness and change the ultrasonic reflec-
tivity. 
After baseline inspection, the samples were subjected to simulation 
cycles with environmental parameters similar to the boost, reentry, and 
~ecovery phases of the SRB profile. Between each simulated cycle, the speci-
mens were resubmitted for NDE. 
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Figure 91. Ultrasonic bond technique. 
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B. Conclusions 
Substantial degradation was noted between simulation cycles in the visual 
appearance of the specimens. Cracking of paint over fastener heads was exten-
sive on most candidate sealants. Substantial apparent degradation was noted in 
the bond and corner reflectivity tests. However, teardown of selected speci-
mens during the test did not show the disbonding or corner blunting that would 
have been anticipated based on the ultrasonic test results. It appears that these 
results were due to changes in the acoustical properties of the sealant, rather 
than to the presence of disbonding or corrosion. In fact, the variation in the 
external appearance of the sealant/ coating seems to correlate with'the ultrasonic 
degradation. The only corrosion noted on these specimens occurred in the areas 
on and around fastenel~ ends where breakdown of the sealant/ coating was visually 
noted. 
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·XII. ELECTRI CAL SUBSYSTEMS 
The electrical subsystem was a watertight black box/ cable test assembly 
consisting of a simulated black box with three connectors and mating cables 
(Fig. 92). The black box test results are covered in this section. The water-
tight cable test results are covered in Section xm. 
A. Discussion of the Simulated Electrical Black Box 
The test article was fabricated from 6061 T6 aluminum. The surface was 
Alodine and painted in accordance with 10A00528 (Protective Finishes for Alum-
inum and Steel Alloys Subject to Seawater Exposure) using gloss black paint. 
Connector mounting holes were painted through and on the inside to a point far 
enough to allow seating of ' the O-ring on the painted surface, but not so far as 
to interfere with connector flange grounding. The inside surface around the 
connector mOlmting hole had previously been milled down in an effort to make 
the painted portion flush with the unpainted surface. The ends of the box were 
grooved to accommodate O-rings. The end plates were assembled to the box 
using 12 stainless steel screws for each. The connectors installed in the black 
box consisted of three watertight connectors in accordance with 16A-02980 
(Connectors, Electrical, Circular Miniature, Underwater, Specification Control 
Drawing For) wired with polytetrafluoroethylene insulated, nickel-coated copper 
wire in accordance with 40M39513B (Wire, Electrical, Hook Up, General Speci-
fication For). Connector jam nuts were torqued to the values specified in 
16A02980. Sealant (PR 1422) was applied to the large connector jam nut, the 
end plate screws, and the interface between end plates and box in accordance with 
10A00526 (Sealing of Faying Surfaces). The watertight black box/ cable test 
assembly was subjected to six test cycles in-house by EC42 before delivery to 
Materials and Processes Laboratory for installation on the ITB. During the 
---il~':'house testing, a paint blister developed on the box, and aftel~tIie·fl.fili··cycre----­
the spot was repainted by the MSFC paint shop (Figs. 92, 93, and 94). A test 
cycle consisted of 30 min in a vacuum chamber, 48 h submerged in a 3.5 per-
cent saltwater solution at 60 pSig, and 24 h subjected to 5 percent salt spray 
solution. Insulation resistance readings were taken periodically. 
Upon completion of evaluation after being returned from ocean exposure 
on the ITB, the test article was prepared for the basket test by stripping, 
refinishing, and repainting the cylinder portion and providing new end plates for 
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F igure 92 . Watertight black boxl cable assembly No. 2 ( after five test cycles 
and refurbishment, plus one additional test cycle) . 
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Figure 93 . SRB watertight black box/ cable assembly No . 2 ( end view 
after three test cycles) . 
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Figure 94. SRB watertight black box/ cable a ssembly No. 2 (closeup of patched 
area after five test cycles and refurbishment, plus one additional test cycle) . 
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the black box. The -connector mounting holes were prepared in accordance with 
Figure 1 of MSFC Procedure 16A02058 (Installation o~ Jam-Nut and Flange 
Mounted Connectors in Aluminum Watertight Black Box Assemblies) .and not 
painted through as they had been on the lTB test article. The internal wiring 
harness was replaced except for the NAJ7H24-61P connector. Eight wires in 
the new wiring harness were silver plated copper insulated with TFE. The 
remaining wires were nickel plated copper wi th TFE insulation. The connectors 
were installed and sealant (PR 1422) applied in accordance '\vith Figure 1 of 
MSFC Procedure 16A02058. Except for the connector installation procedure, 
the black box was assembled and cables attached ill the same manner as was 
done for the ITB test. 
B. Performance Assessment 
After being subjected to six test cycles and ocean exposure on the ITB, 
there were no electrical insu.Iation resistance fail-ures of the test artie-Ie. How-
ever, some corrosion and Barnacles were ObSerYflQ. Some spots of corrosion 
were on th(fmain body of the box (Fig. 95). Also sorrle barnacles were observed 
on the box (FIg. 96)., The large white area at the end of the box is a sealant 
used between the box and mounting bra.ckets. Some corrosion spots were 
observed on the ends of the box arOlmd the connector jam nuts and screw heads 
(Figs, 97 and 98). The end with the two smaller connectors was worse than the 
end with the large connector. This was expecteds however, since no sealant 
was used on the smaller connector jam nuts. When the end plates were removed, 
some salt crystals were observed around the illside flanges of the smaller con-
nectors, particularly the No. 16 sheHsize (Figs. 99 and 100). The inside of 
the box appeared to be in good shape except for the area around the connector 
flanges. The inside of the No. 16 shell size connector appeared to have some 
slight traces of mineral deposits beyond the O-ring (Fig. 101). Figure 102 
illustrates the connector interface sealing mechanism. It should be noted that 
even if saltwater leaked into the connector interface it would likely not cause a 
functional fRilure or preclude the continued reuse of the black box since the units 
are deenergized during exposure to saltwater. The bermeti.c sealed connectors 
can be washed prior to reuse with little likelihood of damage, Water "'rill not 
Jeak through a normal hermetic sealed connector into the black box. Corrosion 
damage in and around the connectormoullting holes was revealed in more detail 
after the paint was removed from the end plates (Figs. 103 and 104). 
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Figure 95. SRB wa tertight black box/ cable assembly No . 2 after ITB testing . 
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Figure 96 . SRB wat ertight black box/ cabl e assembly No . 2 after LTB testing (Dote barnacles) • 
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Figure 97. SRB waterat::-it black box/ cable assembly No . 2 after ITB testing 
(note corrosion around jam nuts) . 
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Figure 98 . SRB watertight black box/ cable assembly Ko . 2 after ITB testing 
note corrosion around scr ew heads) . 
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Fi!nlre 101. RB wat rtight black box/ cable assembl No. 2 
after ITB t sting (inside view of connector) . 
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Figure 103 . End plate (Nos . 16 and 8 connector mounting holes) from SRB watertight 
black box/ cable assembly No. 2 after paint removal. 
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Figure 104. End plate (No . 24 connector mounting hole) from SRB watertight 
black box/ cable a ssembly No . 2 after paint removal. 
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After being subjected to the basket test, there were no insulation resist-
ance failures of the test article (all readings above 20 000 MQ). The outside 
of the test article was in good condition except a few spots where the paint 
was scraped off due to handling and strapping into the basket (Fig'. 105). Very 
little corrosion was observed. However, with longer exposure serLous corrosion 
probably would have developed in the spots where the paint was scraped off. 
There was no evidence of leakage to the inside of the"connector mounting holes, 
inside tho box, or connector interfaces. Sealant was observed in and around 
the outside edge of the connector mounting holes and in some of the connector 
threads. This resulted from use of the improved sealing technique (Fig. 105) 0 
No evLdence of any damag'e or degradation of either the silver plated or nickel 
plated harness wires was observed. 
C. Conclusions 
Although no electrical failures occurred, the cOrl'osion in and around the 
connector motUlting holes where no sealant wus used is considered tmacceptable 
and would likely cause problems prior to 20 missions. The connector motUlting 
hole where the sealant was used exhibited less corrosion damage than those 
where no sealant was used; however, it is not certain that 20 mission usage can 
be expected even with the use of sealant. It seems reasonable to conclude that 
sealant applied around and over thc connector jam nuts does provide additional 
protection; however, it is less than 100 percent effective. 
Based on present test results and factors (such as the lack of a practical 
method to assure that no pinholes exist in thc sealant or paint, chipping or 
scratching of paint during assembly and handling and lellgth of time in storage), 
improved protection methods are required on aluminum boxes to assure 20 
mission usage without meticulous inspection, refurbishment, touchup, and 
repair. It is doubtful that an inspection can be developed to detect all corrosion 
because some instances of corrosion tmder paint and sealant have been observed 
upon removal of the paint. 
The absence of any evidence of leakage to the inside of the connector 
mounting holes or to the inside of the box after summer of 1977 basket tests 
indicates that the hnproved sealing technique as delineated by Fig11re 1 of MSFC 
Procedure IGAOI058 is substantially more effective than the method previously 
used. Although, the method used to strap the simulated black box in the test 
basket lllay not be typical of lllounting methods on the SRB, the fact that the paint 
was scraped in spots does indicate this susceptibility from normal handling and 
installation on the SUB. 
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Figu re 105. SHB wa tertight bl ack box/ cable test assembly No. 2 afte r basket test. 
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XIII. CABLES 
A. Discussion 
The three cables on the ITB as part of the electrical subsystem were 
manufactured in accordance with MSFC Procedure 16A02981 (Cable Assemblies, 
Watertight, Reusable, Specification For). Conductors are polytetrafluoroethylene 
insulated, nickel-coated copper in accordance with 40M39513 (Wire, Electrical, 
Hook Up, General Specification For). The watertight connectors are in accord-
ance with MSFC Procedure 16A02980 (Connectors, Electrical, Circular, 
Miniature, Underwater, Specification Control Drawing For). The molding and 
jacketing material is non reverting polyurethane. 
The cables used as part of the electrical subsystem on the ITB were 
reused in the basket test. Prior to reuse the outside of the cables were cleaned 
with tap water and a small brush. The cable connectors were cleaned with iso-
propyl alcohol and a small brush. 
B. Assessment of Tests 
The cables were subjected to the same test conditions as the black box 
described in Section XII.B with no electrical failures. Some mineral deposits, 
barnacles and discolorations were observed, but no significant damage to cable 
assemblies was noted. 
C. Conclusions 
Based on r.rB and other testing, including the basket test program, it is 
believed that the watel'tight cable design is adequate for use'on the SRB. 
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XIV. TVC COMPONENTS 
A. Fluid Manifold 
1. Discussion. The fluid manifold is a component of the SRB/ TVC sub-
system. It is a collector and distributor of subsystem hydraulic fluid, having 
line connection provisions to interface with a hydraulic reservoir, hydraulic 
pump, case drain, hydraulic actuators, and panel mounted service connections. 
The fluid manifold consists of a machined housing fabricated from 304 
CRES. This housing contains a number of drilled fluid passages which terminate 
at MS33656 threaded boss connections for attachment of fluid tubing and con-
nectors. It also contains a high pressure relief valve and a low pressure relief 
valve. An internal steel mesh filter is included to remove contaminants from 
the fluid returned to the manifold from the pump case. 
The hardware tested in the basket test is highly representative of the 
flight article. The only significant difference is that the test article contained 
an aluminum high pressure relief valve. Because of this, the valve was removed 
prior to the test, and the open port in the manifold was plugged with a threaded 
CRES plug. This item is fabricated from CRES for the flight article. 
The only parts of the manifold that would be expected to corrode under 
the conditions of this test and/ or flight conditions are the faying surfaces under 
each of the fittings. This type of corrosion is a very prevalent and serious form 
of corrosion on stainless steels in seawater, occurring in crevices, under the 
heads of fasteners, under gaskets, etc. The crevices in the manifold would be 
under the fittings. The corrosion is caused by the lack of oxygen in that area 
and the subsequent inability of the steel to repair itself. 
The corrosion protection method to be used in this component is to pre-
vent seawater entering these areas under the fittings which will be done by using 
sealants. In this test 7 sealants were applied to the 14 fittings (1 sealant for 
each 2 fittings). The following were used: (1) Zinc Chromate Putty, MIL-P-
8116; (2) Corrosion Inhibiting Compound, MIL-C-19459; (3) Conoco HD Calcium 
Grease No.1; (4) ConocoHD Calcium Grease NO.2; (5) Corrosive Preventive 
Compound, MIL-C-16173, Type 2; (6) Corrosive Preventive Compound, Type 3; 
and (7) Texaco Grease, AFB-2o 
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2. AssessHlent of Tests. There was no ("on'osion of the manifold as 
the result of the seawater exposure during the basket test. All sealants seem 
to ha ve performed equally well in preventing seawater from entering the 
crevices. 
3. Conclusion. It appears that this componlent can be adequately 
protected for the required missions if care is taken in the application of the 
sealant. 
B. Auxiliary Power Unit 
1. Discussion. The auxiliary power unit (APU) provides shaft power 
to drive the hydraulic pump of the SRB/ TVC subsystem. The APU operates 
through catalytic breakdown of liquid hydrazine into hydrogen, nitrogen, and 
ammonia gases which are fed through a nozzle to spin a turbine. The turbine 
drives the hydraulic pump through a gear box. 
\ 
The APU consists of a pump and control valves to supply and control 
hydrazine flow, a gas generator to catalytically decompose hydrazine, a tur-
bine assembly to convert hydrazine energy into mechanical energy, and a gear 
box to transfer the mechanical energy to the hydraulic pump. The APU also has 
interconnecting lines, fittings, electrical connectors and fasteners, and is 
mounted in the SRB. 
The hardware tested in the basket test consisted of the following: 
a. GearBox Input Housing (A-356 aluminum, painted with two coats of 
epoxy primer) 
b. Gear Box Output Housing (2219-T852 alumInum, painted with two 
coats of epoxy primer) 
c. Generator Assembly (Hastelloy B) 
d. Exhaust Housing (cobalt alloy) 
e. Turbine Housing (cobalt alloy) 
188 
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f. .Gas Generator Valve Assembly (2024-T4 aluminum, painted with two 
coats of epoxy primer) 
g. Vibratis Isolation System Cushions (304L stainless steel). 
2. Assessment of Test. Visual examination of the APU parts indicated 
some rust spots in the Hastelloy B which appeared to come from weld splatter. 
The bolts (A286 steel) holding the exhaust housing had some rust on the heads. 
3. Conclusions. It appears that this component can be adequately 
protected with a minimum amount of corrosion if care is exercised in protec-
tion of the system, i. e., sealants, coatings, paints, etc. 
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XV. CLEAN I NG 
A. Cleaning Technique Evaluated on ITB 
A cleaning procedure for SRB hardware was developed using small 
aluminum panels for test substrates (Fig. 106). Panel surfaces were contam-:. 
inated in ways to simulate residue expected to accrue on SRB surfaces during 
launch and recovery operations; some panels were soiled with oily grime, 
others were exposed to artificial seawater, and others were immersed in the 
Atlantic Ocean and KSC harbor areas for periods of 10 to 20 days. 
The objectives of the cleaning operations performed during refurbishment 
of the ITB were as follows: ' 
1. Determine the test effectiveness of the cleaning procedure in removal 
of marine growth. ITB exposure to summer water resulted in a great deal more 
marine growth on surfaces than was observed on small aluminum test panels that 
were exposed during winter months. 
2. Determine requirements for scrubbing or other mechanical action for 
removal of harbor ')i1s and marine growth that was not present on small test 
panels. 
3. Evaluate effectivity of the Orion selective ion meter in monitoring 
the cleaning process. 
4. Evaluate effectivity of the final DI water rinse, in terms of chloride 
ion residue, on large hardware surfaces. 
Although both sections of the ITB were thoroughly cleaned during the 
refurbishment cycle, the principal focus of ITB cleaning activities for assess-
ment of the proposed SRB cleaning procedure was the aluminum asscmbly ("top" 
half) that presented a wide expanse of epoxy cOGl.ted Sidewall, free of TPS 
except for two small areas of bonded silicone and bonded cork. 
After 7 days ocean exposure followed by 3 days in the Banana River, the 
ITB was heavily soiled, and marine growth (plant and animal) was present 
on painted metallic and nonmetallic surfaces. A comprehensive photographic 
recording of these post-recovery conditions was made after return of the ITB 
to MSFC (Figs. 107 and 108). 
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The standar~ SRB cleaning procedure as developed using aluminum test 
panels consists of: 
1. Potable water rinse 
2. High pressure 1378.96 kN/1;c<'2 (200 psi) hot water 71. PC (160 0 F) 
and detergent (Turco 5948) 
3. High pressure hot water rinse (Fig. 109) 
4. DI water rinse (ambient temperature). 
High pressure hot water was obtaine.g through a Sellers hydraulic cleaning unit 
(Fig. 110). 
B. Assessment of Cleaning Effectiveness 
Surface chlortde readings were obtained at vartous stages of the cleaning 
process using the Orion chlortde ion electrode system (Model No. 407 A/ 96-17) • 
While these readings cannot be directly correlated to chloride concentration per 
unit area, they are an indication of cleaning effectiveness •. Initial readings 
taken before potable water rinse of the ITB on random spots wet with a wash 
bottle averaged greater than 1000 ppm chlorides. 
Completion of the first three steps of the standard cleaning cycle removed 
the bulk of the visible contaminants. There was, however, a recognizable film 
remaining on the surface. The water laser was set to simulate the high pressure 
water 5515.84 kN/ m2 (800 psi) 757 liter/ min (200 gpm) that KSC has selected 
to obtain cleaning· action in lieu of mechanical scruhbers. Using a fan nozzle 
at 6.89 to 62 mN/ m2 (1000 to 9000 psi) at 101. 6 to 304.8 mm (4 to 12 in. ) 
from the ITB surface, the film was not removed; wiping with a wet sponge 
readily removed the film. The Orion selective ion meter indicated a residual 
c'110riue ion concentration of 200 to 300 ppm where visible residue remained 
and higher concentration near areas where ''bleed out" was possible from faying 
surfaces. On areas where most of the visible deh'itis was removed, a reading 
of 30 to 70 ppm chlorides was obtained. 
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Th~ smoke residue on the painted surface above the MXSA that had been 
subjected to thermal cycling was not effectively removed by the detergent and/or 
high pressure spray. Mechanical action will be required for removal of this 
type residue. 
Mter rinsing with DI water for approximately 5 min, the chloride ion 
concentration was below 10 ppm. To reaffirm that the Orion meter was respond-
ing to chloride ions present, a handprint was implaced on the surface of the lTD, 
and Orion reading in that area was shown to bc 20 to 30 ppm; rerinsing the area 
with DI water dropped the chloride ion conccntration off scale again (less than 
10 ppm). 
C •. Conclusions 
An overall evaluation of the proposed SRB cleaning procedure, based on 
the ITB experience, supports the following points: 
1. The procedure appears effective in removing most visible surface 
contaminants and sodium chloride residue. 
2. The Orion selective iori meter, whem used after successive stages of 
the cleaning procedure to provide beginning-to-end values for relative chloride 
ion concentration, is a satisfactory approach to monitoring the cleaning process. 
3. A residue film, similar to that obtained on an automobile when driving 
it in wet weather, remains on the painted metallic surface when cleaning is com-
pleted. This film is resistant to high pressure water impingement, and if its 
removal is desired, mechanical actions will be rtKfcdired. 
4. Smoke residue deposited on painted surfaces by charring of adjacent 
insulated areas will likewise require some type of mechanical action for removal. 
5. The final DI water rinse Significantly lowers the chloride ion con-
centration on cleaned surfaces. This step should be continued as part of the SRB 
cleaning procedure. 
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XVI. REFURBI SHMENT 
A. Refurbi sh ment Tech niQues 
These operations include all major activities necessary to prepare the 
ITB for reapplication of MSA-l prior to shipment to KSC for the second environ-
mental exposure. These activities include: 
1. TPS removal 
2. Paint refurbishment 
3. Sealant refurbishment 
4. Clevis joint seal refurbishment. 
B. TPS Removal 
Removal of TPS (MSA-1) from the lower half of the ITB was accom-
plished with the water laser at a pressure of 68.95 mN/ m2 (10 000 psi) with an 
output of approximately 15.14 literl min (4 gall pm). The effective stripping 
rate was 0.0557 to 0.0753 m2 I min (0.6 to 0.8 ft21 min). The acreage of TPS on 
each SHB unit is estimated at 106.83 m2 (1150 ft2). A 0.914 m (3 ft) long by 
0.228 mm (9 in.) wide section of scorched l\lSA-l was mechanically masked and 
retained intact for MSA-1 refurbishment development studies. 
One flat panel 762 by 152.4 mm (30 x 30 in.) of MSA-l coated with Turco 
6109 topcoat was also stripped with the laser. The Turco 6109 material tough-
ness slowed the removal rate very little. The size of TPS being removed ranged 
from 152.4 x 152.4 mm (6 in.2) to microballoon sized particulates. 
The properly cured coalescing agent on the test panel resulted in clean 
removal of the TPS system, including the coalesci ng agent, down to the epoxy 
paint SUbstrate. The coalesci ng agent had overcured on the ITB and was llot 
removed by the water laser. (The cure cycle for the coalesci ng agent on large 
components is difficult to extrapolate from experience with small samples.) 
Coalescing agent was removed from approximately one-half the covered area 
using Cee Bee A-202 chemical stripper, which also removed the epoxy paint 
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and prime,r down to the bare metal substrate. Coalescing agent was retained 
, on the remainder of the covered surface for future evaluation of MSA-1 applica-
tion methods over fully cured coale sci ng agent. 
A MSA-1 backup removal system (chemical) was evaluated for possible 
laser inaccessible areas or where small areas need to be stripped for hardware 
removal, rework, etc. Prior to water laser removal of the MSA-1, an area of 
approximately 1 ft2 was selected on the ITB, the topcoat was sanded off and a 
liberal coating of Turco 6015 stripper was applied to the area. The MSA-1 was 
apprOximately 5.08 mm (0.200 in.) thick; penetration of the MSA-1 required 
apprOximately 20 min. A plexiglass scraper easily removed the MSA-l. Test 
of additional time (up to 1 h) did little to add to the softening effects on the MSA-1 
beyond the adequate 20 min time interval. The 6015 stripper was selectively 
developed to remove the MSA-1 without adversely affecting the epoxy paint 
system. 
The two small areas of silicone bonded cork and silicone bonded PD200 
on the upper half of the ITB were also removed with the water laser. The 
silicone adhesive in these test areas remained on the side wall after this treat-
ment, but was effectively removed by TUrco 6045 stripper without damaging the 
underlying paint. 
c. Paint and Sealant Refurbishment 
During cleaning operations on the mechanically fastened sections of the 
lTD, the Dow Corning 93-076 silicone sealant was lost from approximately 40 
percent of the fasteners. Sealant was removed from the remainder of the 
fasteners, and all were completely cleaned and sanded in preparation for 
reapplication of DC-93-076. 
Small pits of corrosion on the inside walls beneath the epoxy paint and 
primer were located. Those areas were concealed by small paint blisters 
approximately 6.35 mm (1/4 in.) diameter that were elevated so slightly above 
the general paint surface as to be not easily detectable. All spots of this type 
were sanded down to bare metal, feather-edged, and conversion coated in pre-
paration for local reapplication of epo),.'Y primer and paint. 
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Corroded areas where paint was damaged by handling or peeled off when 
the flotation was removed were also sanded down to bare metal, feather-edged, 
and conversion coated prior to spot application of epoxy primer and paint. As 
expected, spot paint repair has resulted in tmeven coloration on the ITB side-
wall. The original coating in areas not ,repaired is distinctly yellowed by com-
parison with the new paint. Primer and paint were also reapplied to those areas 
of the ITB where chemical stripping of thc coalescing agent resulted in exposure 
of hare metal. 
An estimated 60 manhours were expended on sealant! paint refurbishment. 
While no direct extrapolation from this single test item to SRB flight hardware 
can be made, the magTlitude of this effort indicates that sealant! paint refurbish-
ment can impact significantly the overall SRn refurbishment timelines. 
D. Conclusions 
The entire refurbishment operation should not be underestimated in its 
complexity and in the time J;equired to accomplish the necessary tasks. The 
ITB was the first large piede of.hardware on which disparate refurbishment 
requirements were integrated into a total systexn. Time and manpower require-
ments exceeded expectations, and careful attention is needed to this phase. 
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XV II. HANDLI NG 
A. Handling Damage 
During the first exposure and recovery of the ITB at KSC, handling 
damage was considerable. This damage was primarily caused by allowing the 
steel chains to abrade against the side of the structure. The resulting damage 
caused breaking and marking on the ,'5urface of the TPS coating material. In 
some cases, chunks of the TPS material were broken off (Figs. 111, 112, 
and 113). 
During' the summer of 1977 basket test program, materials samples were 
not subjected to normal handling practices due to the fact that basket and racks 
were util ized as a test vehicle rather than the ITB used in'tlle 1976 test programo 
However, under these favorable conditions there were incidences wherein chips 
of painted surfaces occurred and scratches on the TPS coated surfaces were 
noted 0 
B. Conclu sions 
The SRB should be removed from the water by lifting in a horizontal 
position and placing it on a dolly or transport vc; .• .idc in this position. Extra 
carc should be taken to insure that unit is not hit by any object that could cause 
damage. 
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F ig1.11'O 111 . lTI3 aboard shi p prior to beginnin g lest ),('l e (note h avy 
chains in contact 'with protected surface ) . 
/ 
Figure 112 . ITB aboard ship prior to towing. 
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Figure 112. 
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Figure ll v. 
" 
pper portion of ITB in paint shop undergoing paint touch -up . ( Area s of chipped 
or damaged paint have been locally sanded. ) 
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